
 

Center for Faith and Giving 2021 Resource 
Created to be at steward 
An introduction 
 

Last year (2020) was quite a year!  A global pandemic, civil unrest, and a sense that the United 
States of America was a country deeply divided were constantly in front of us.  We didn’t worship 
together in many congregations for months – some have yet to return to their sanctuaries that 
they left last March.  The Center for Faith and Giving in partnership with the Ecumenical 
Stewardship Center prepared complete resources for 2020 (Faithful Hopeful Loving) and released 
them in early January. By April, it was clear that some of what we created was not going to work 
in the new reality COVID-19 had brought to our doorsteps.  Preaching resources, small group 
materials, planning calendars, and suggestions for event preparations were no longer relevant 
when we got to September and the time most congregations would attempt to begin annual 
campaigns for the support of regular operations.  
 
Two weeks into 2021, not much has changed in the world around us.  While there is great hope 
that before we get to the end of the third quarter we may be back to holding public gatherings 
without great restrictions, we simply don’t know.  And whenever our public life begins to return 
to that which is more familiar, many things will have changed.  Some congregations will discover 
they have lost members, community influence, and financial resources.  The people who once 
occupied our pews may decide they prefer to worship, at least part of the time, from home.  
Relationships, which depend on contact and interaction, will have changed, impacting youth 
groups, Sunday school classes, and social circles.  All of this is to say that financial stewardship in 
this environment is going to continue to be a challenge. 
 
To meet these changing circumstances, the Center for Faith and Giving determined that 
“business as usual” for resourcing stewardship was simply not going to work.  We made these 
significant decisions.  1) The broader themes of stewardship need to be reintroduced to our 
congregations so that we can approach this important topic in its true nature as spiritual 
discipline and being about more than money.  2) The resources needed to develop in “real time” 
(as much as is practical) to reflect the dynamic nature of the circumstance in which we find 
ourselves. 3) These materials should be free to any church that wants them so that as many 
congregations as possible can benefit from these resources.  4) The resources needed to be 
created by people who are currently (or have recently served) in the parish so as to reflect the 
understanding of someone facing the same challenges as those using the materials.   5) Each 
installment (quarter) will be different, unique, and reflect the author’s design and emphasis, 
rather than conform to a rigid format.  
 



The overall design will build dynamically over the course of the year, by quarter.  The first theme 
(January, February, March) will be on self-care. Reverend Linda Parker is the author this first unit.  
The second quarter (April, May, June) will focus on earth-care. Reverends Carol Devine and Scott 
Hardin-Nieri, of Disciples Green Chalice, are creating these resources which should come on-line 
in mid-March.  Third quarter materials (July August September) will feature more traditional 
elements related to financial stewardship. Reverend Janet Long has been tapped to craft these 
ideas in the (hopefully) post-Covid fall and are planned for a mid-June release.   In the fourth 
quarter, the focus turns to sharing the gospel and our own story as interwoven with God’s story.  
The designer of these materials, available in September, is yet to be named. 
 
Generally, each unit will contain reflections for the preaching minister, resources for a small 
group discussion, suggestions for interacting with children, and worship elements.  Given the 
freedom we are giving our contributors, expect that these will differ each quarter.  If one set of 
materials does not fully address your concerns, try the next unit which will likely take a different 
approach.  These are not to simply be “out of the box” resources, but rather tools from which 
you can create something specific and useful for your context. 
 
The biggest benefit we see from this process is that you will be invited to comment on, and 
contribute to, the resource as it builds through the course of the year. This will strengthen the 
effort and allow us to learn from each other. 
 
We will be accepting donations throughout the year at Give Online so that resources like this will 
be available in the future!  For a answers to frequently asked questions, follow this link: FAQ 



 

Created To Be a Steward 
 

What is “Created To Be a Steward”? 
 Created To Be a Steward is a 12 month stewardship emphasis for congregations 
that seeks to explore four major themes of biblical stewardship: Self-Care (January – 
March); Earth Care (April – June); Resource Management (July – September); Gospel 
Sharing [Evangelism] (October – December).  It is a dynamic resource, with fresh 
installments made each quarter as the year progresses.  It includes most elements of an 
annual financial stewardship campaign along with commitment elements that focus on 
other aspects of stewardship.  The intention is to keep the stewardship conversation 
alive throughout the year by providing preaching, teaching, and personal practice 
resources. 
 
What is meant by a “dynamic resource”?  
 In January we can no more predict the state of the things that we be our reality 
in November than we can tonight’s winning lottery numbers.  So rather than create a 
completed resource that is supposed to speak to a future that remains hidden by forces 
we cannot control (COVID-19, the economy, or the status of public worship) we are 
creating our resources in “real time” each quarter of the year.  Our goal is to be relevant 
in the moment rather than hope we “guessed right” where your congregation finds 
itself throughout the year.  The resource will not be “complete” until the last quarter of 
the year – and we have the option to add tools at any time as they become apparent or 
are requested.  
 
What is included? 
 Each quarter, the materials will contain three background pieces for sermon 
preparation, three companion educational curriculum based on the texts for preaching, 
a commitment card for that particular theme (self-care, earth care, resource 
management, gospel sharing), additional “experiential” exercises, links to additional 
resources and ideas (updated during that quarter).  Worship resources, including 
prayers, call to worship, and offering and communion meditations are also a part of 
“what’s inside”. There will also be an entire separate resource of “campaign guidance” 
meant to help you organize and manage a financial campaign.   
 

 

 

 



 
How do I access the resources? 
 When you request the materials, you will be given a link to the folders that can 
be downloaded, free of charge.  You will also be notified when new elements for 
“Created To Be a Steward” have been added are available. 
 
Will I continue to get “updates” on the materials, or do I need to continually re-visit 
the website? 
 As noted above, you will receive email notifications when resources have been 
added and a fresh link will be provided. 
 
Is it really “free” or is this an invitation to purchase additional resources? 
 There is no “starter kit” or “sample purchase”.  The resource is complete (as it is 
developed) and no additional related materials will be offered at a cost.  Free, really!  
 
Why is it free? 
 These are unusual times and we our mission is to support congregations with 
resources that teach stewardship as a spiritual discipline.  Our hope is that by making 
these widely available without cost, churches will have a sense of being supported and 
will have the necessary tools to help grow a culture of generosity in their sphere of 
influence.  Since the initial access is via our website, it will give you an opportunity to 
explore other resources (also free!) such are our weekly lectionary-based worship 
resources and helpful articles on financial best practices, curriculum and  
 
Is it ecumenical, or is it denomination specific? 
 The materials, while prepared and written by creators/authors affiliated with the 
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), are intended for use in many faith traditions which 
will find them compatible with their own theological understanding and/or ecclesiastical 
practice.  Additionally, the materials may be adapted for each context as the user feels 
is necessary.  The Center for Faith and Giving is a ministry of the Christian Church 
(Disciples of Christ), a denomination with historic ties to efforts to establish/celebrate 
Christian unity and deep roots in the modern Ecumenical Movement.  Learn more at 
(https://disciples.org/our-identity/). 
 
What’s the catch? 
 There is none!  We do hope that congregations who use the materials will 
consider a donation to the Center for Faith and Giving, but as stated above, it is not 
required.  This is what it says it is! No catch! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

Created To Be a Steward 
A Year Long Dynamic Stewardship Resource 

First Quarter Installment 
Stewardship of Self-Care 

Unit One, of Three 
Meet the Reverend Linda Parker, our contributor for the first quarter of our resource 
 

 Welcome to a three-part series on self-care.  I am going to talk a 
bit about myself and painting in the first section.  The second 
session will share some insights from Blanca Fernandes about 
self-care and cooking and sharing meals. The third section will 
have beautiful photographs from Warren Lynn and some 
reflection about self-care and photography.  Much of the time, 
we as clergy, are told that we should not focus much on our own 
struggles and strengths in leading worship and teaching.  But I 
hope you will be open to doing just that as you share with your 

congregation something about self-care. 
 
As I wrote these pieces, I envisioned them being the jumping off place for a Sunday School class 
where you invite several members of the class to talk about their own self-care.  I’ll say more 
about that in a bit.   
 
Bruce Barkhauer invited me to share because I have taken up watercolor painting as a form of 
self-care.  Here’s a little about my background.  I was born and raised in Texas.  Attended TCU 
and Vanderbilt Divinity School.  I was ordained and served churches in Iowa, Virginia, Tennessee 
and Indiana.  In 2013 I was diagnosed with cervical cancer.  I had surgery, took chemo and had 
radiation.  I applied for and was given a wonderful Clergy Renewal grant from the Lilly 
Foundation.  I travelled to Italy and several other places and took classes in painting along the 
way.  In 2015 I had a recurrence of the cancer and more surgery and more chemotherapy.  I 
also have some kidney damage from the radiation and have to have a stent replaced in my 



kidney every three months.  I retired in 2018 after being lovingly cared for by the congregation 
that I was serving.  So, the chemo continues, and all the wonderful side effects from that.  I 
have neuropathy and that affects my mobility.  In retirement I have been able to paint - and I 
have to say, painting is a great distraction from the struggle with cancer and its side effects.  I 
talk about all the side effects of cancer because for those who deal with this or some other 
illness - or some other responsibility, or some other burden - sometimes that burden is so big 
and takes up so much of our attention and energy that it is wonderful and healing if we can do 
something that draws us out of ourselves. 
 

Here are two of my paintings. 
 

 
 

 

 



January 2021 - Lectionary texts early in the month include Jeremiah 31:7-14, 
Psalm 147:12-20, Ephesians 1:3-14 and John 1:(1-9)10-18. 
 
 
You can find lots of text in scripture that might enrich the idea of self-care. I 

would direct your attention to the Jeremiah text.  In it there is talk of God redeeming Israel 
from hands that are too strong.  It speaks of turning mourning into joy and giving gladness for 
sorrow.  There are many things in our lives that can fill us with sorrow.  We worship a God who 
offers comfort and hope to all of us.  We just have to spend enough time and give our attention 
to the things that might bring us joy and comfort. 
 
The text is part of what is called “The Book of Consolation.”  Jeremiah spends 40 years warning 
people of disaster.  This is the function of a prophet, but in the end - the function of a prophet 
is to remind the people that God will not abandon them.  This text carries the reminder that 
even those who are not expected to make the journey; the blind and the lame, those with child 
and those in labor will be included.   Some might say that the first thing to go in the realm of 
God is our penchant for control.  In preaching this text, in relationship to self-care I would 
spend some time speaking about all the brokenness that is around us.  Of course, you can speak 
about the struggle with the Covid-19 pandemic, racism, social injustice but you could also speak 
about our own brokenness - those things that are considered “sinful” - like greed, 
unfaithfulness, misuse of the planet.  You could also speak about the brokenness that has 
nothing to do with our intention or will - things like cancer, other illnesses, physical limitations, 
poverty, or ignorance.  How is it that God can act in and through these things to draw us into 
God’s vision for the future? 
 
Then, you can speak of all the gifts that we can bring to these situations.  What can you do to 
help with the pandemic? How about: Wear a mask, keep your distance, pick up groceries or 
medications for a neighbor.   Some people can provide transportation for others to assist them 
in receiving their vaccinations.  What can you do when you struggle with an illness or disability 
yourself?  My answer is find some kind of grace in it.  Paint a picture, make muffins and share 
them with your neighbor, write notes to others who are stuck at home, teach a child how to 
cope with the loss of a limb.  If we can focus on the steadfast love of God, even in the midst of 
struggle - we can figure out ways to bring our gifts to the world.  Because I have been staying at 
home so much the past few months - I have some extra funds in my bank account.  It’s been fun 
to find new places to share these funds.  
 

 
 
 



Resources for Worship 
A Call to Worship  
Leader: Hear the word of the Lord, those who are scattered will gather and be kept as a 
shepherd keeps the flock. 
People:  God has redeemed us from hands that are too strong for us. 
Leader: You shall come and sing and be radiant over the goodness of the Lord. 
People:  Our lives will become like a watered garden. 
Leader:  God will turn our mourning into dancing and our sorrow into gladness. 
All:  Let us worship this God who comforts and cares for each one of us. 
 
Some Questions You Might Ask by Mary Oliver 
 
Is the soul solid, like iron? 
Or is is tender and breakable, like 
The wings of a moth in the beak of an owl? 
Who has it, and who doesn’t? 
I keep looking around me. 
The face of the moose is as sad as 
The face of Jesus. 
The swan opens her white wings slowly. 
In the fall, the black bear carries leaves into the darkness. 
One question leads to another. 
Does it have a shape? Like an iceberg? 
Like the eye of a hummingbird? 
Does it have one lung, like the snake and the scallop? 
Why should I have it, and not the camel? 
Come to think of it, what about the maple trees? 
What about the blue iris? 
What about all the little stones, sitting alone in the moonlight? 
What about roses, and lemons, and their shining leaves? 
What about the grass? 

---From House of Light, Copyright 1990.  Beacon Press. 
 
Pastoral Prayer By Joyce Rupp 

 
Spark of God, Spirit of Life! 
I remember and celebrate your dwelling within me. 
Divine Fire, you never waver in your faithful presence. 
Amid the seasons of life, you are my inner illumination. 
Ever present Light, the spark of your inspiration has been with me 
In every moment of my life, always available to lead and guide me. 
Eternal Joy, the dancing flames of your joy are reflected in my happiness and in the many was 
that I delight in life. 



Spirit of God, your fiery presence gives me passion for what is vital and deserving of my 
enthusiasm. 
Blazing Love, the radiant glow of your compassion fills me with awareness, kindness and 
understanding. 
Purifying flame, your refining fire transforms me, 
As I experience life’s sorrow, pain and discouragement. 
Radiant presence, your steady flame of unconditional love 
Kindles my faithful and enduring relationships. 
Luminous one, you breathed love into me at my birthing 
 and your love will be with me as I breathe my last. 
Thank you for being a shining Spark of Life within me. 

---From Out of the Ordinary, Copyright 2000, Ave Maria Press. 
 
Another Prayer by Ted Loder 

O God of the miracles, 
Of galaxies, 
And crocuses  
And children, 
I praise you now 
From the soul of the child within me, 
Shy in my awe, delighted by my foolishness, 
Stubborn in my wanting,  
Persistent in my questioning, 
And bold in asking you 
To helping me unbury my talents 
For wonder 
And humor 
And gratitude, 
So I may invest theme eagerly 
In the recurring mysteries 
Of spring and beginnings, 
Of willows that week 
And rivers that flow 
And people who grow 
In such amazing ways; 
And I will be forever linked and loyal 
To justice and joy, 
Simplicity and humanity, 
Christ and his kingdom. 

---Guerrillas of Grace Lura Media Copyright 1984 
 
 
 



If you are using this material in a small group or Sunday school class, you might ask participants 
to speak of their own self-care, asking these questions: 

1.  What is it that you do for self-care?  Why this?  Where did your interest for this come 
from? 

2. What does it do for you?  Do you feel like it has any connection to your faith, to your 
sense of the Holy? 

3. What might it do for others? 
4. Do you have any sense of thanksgiving for this act of self-care? 

 

 
(Unit Two follows below)  



Unit Two, of Three 

 
February texts from the lectionary (2/7) 

Isaiah 40:21-3; Psalm 147: 1-11. 20c; I Corinthians 9:16-23; Mark 1:29-39 
 
 

Blanda Fernandes Mikell Ward preparing one of her favorite dishes; cassoulet.  She’s taking a 
shortcut on Julia Child’s recipe. 
 
Blanca Fernandez was born and raised in Texas.  She attended Texas Christian University and 
eventually Lexington Theological Seminary.  She was the first Latina woman to be ordained in 
The Christian Church Disciples of Christ.  One thing to mention, Blanca was asked to lead 
worship at a General Assembly of the Christian Church.  Dom Helder Camara, a Brazillian Catholi 
Archbishop was one of the guest speakers.  As Celebrant in worship, Blanca invited people to 
come to the table.  Blanca remembers that, even though this was not rehearsed, scripted or 

expected she offered the invitation to come to the Table in both Spanish 
and English, a first for our church as well.  The Communion Table and 
that shared meal have always been important to Blanca. 
 
While in Seminary Blanca met and married Doug Mikell.  They became 
part of the Division of Overseas Ministry and were sent to Japan for their 
ministry.  One of the things Blanca remembers about that time in Japan is 
that she began to explore cooking in a whole new way.  She took the 
Betty Crocker Cookbook (first published in 1950) and began one of her 
disciplines of self-care.  Blanca and Betty cooking.  She would take a Betty 
Crocker Recipe, visit the market in Japan and try to figure out ways to 
adapt what was available to the instructions in the cookbook.   She and 

Doug didn’t have an oven in their kitchen.  The whole idea of the story of the Loaves and Fishes, 
where people bring what they have and that become the shared feast of the faithful, was 
evident in this part of her ministry.  She talks about a “Hamburger” ministry.  Where she 
prepared the closest she would get to a hamburger on a hibachi on the patio.  People wanted 
to share in the fellowship of food, to know about her and her culture – and that brought people 
together.  She was able to engage people around the things that are common in all our lives. 
 
Doug died suddenly of a heart attack in Yokohama, Japan. Soon after this Blanc and their five-
year-old daughter, Sarah, returned to the United States after twelve years in Japan.  Imagine 
the grief and the incredible culture shock that Blanca and Sarah encountered. 
 
I was a student at TCU with Blanca and have lately connected with her on Facebook.  She 
continues to cook and post pictures of these amazing meals she shares with her husband, 
Walter Ward, and so many others.  She will take a cookbook and cook through the recipe much 
like she did with the Betty Crocker Book.  I asked her to talk about cooking as an act of self-care.  
She said it takes her away and allows her to focus on something other than all the bad news.  



She will often plan music, namely Celtic Psalms, Volume 3 is her favorite.   For her, cooking feels 
like an act of worship. 
 

 Blanca making Chicken Enchiladas for her husband, Walter’s 70th 
birthday dinner.  They had 24 guests. The menu included tamales 
ordered from Delia’s in Texas, chili with all the fixings, a chili bean 
dip, beef nachos, chicken and cheese enchiladas, and beef tacos. 
 
The story of Jesus and the loaves and fishes is important to her.  She 
shared some photos of a Japanese artist, Sadoa Watanabe.  He does 
wood block prints and when he depicts the Last Supper there is 
always more on the table than just bread and wine.  There is fish 

and what she sees as sushi and other common things.  She loves the idea that we all bring what 
we have to the table and God blesses it and multiplies it and makes it more than enough to 
nourish and sustain us. 
 

 
 
By the way – whenever Blanca cooks, she often plays music specifically Celtic Psalms.  For her, 
cooking is an act of worship. 
 
For more information about Sadao Watanobi’s art work, visit this site: 
http://bowdencollections.com/sadao-watanabe.html 
 

http://bowdencollections.com/sadao-watanabe.html


Celtic Psalms – for more information: https://www.giamusic.com/store/resource/celtic-psalms-
volume-1-print-g9353 
 
 
YouTube – Roman’s Cooking Class.  A very young child shares his cooking and recipes with us.  
These are a delight to watch and a fun way to introduce this lesson.  Learn more here: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbDMSeCTeNPSeZP2DCbXISQ 
 
A classic children’s book, Stone Soup can also serve as an excellent resource for a small group, 
or in the context of the preaching moment. It can be ordered on Amazon.com: 
https://www.amazon.com/Stone-Soup-Jon-J-
Muth/dp/043933909X/ref=sr_1_4?crid=UN64YTC4M772&dchild=1&keywords=stone+soup+chil
drens+book&qid=1610548354&sprefix=stone+soup%2Caps%2C179&sr=8-4 
 

 
 

 
 

(Unit three follows below) 
  

https://www.giamusic.com/store/resource/celtic-psalms-volume-1-print-g9353
https://www.giamusic.com/store/resource/celtic-psalms-volume-1-print-g9353
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbDMSeCTeNPSeZP2DCbXISQ
https://www.amazon.com/Stone-Soup-Jon-J-Muth/dp/043933909X/ref=sr_1_4?crid=UN64YTC4M772&dchild=1&keywords=stone+soup+childrens+book&qid=1610548354&sprefix=stone+soup%2Caps%2C179&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Stone-Soup-Jon-J-Muth/dp/043933909X/ref=sr_1_4?crid=UN64YTC4M772&dchild=1&keywords=stone+soup+childrens+book&qid=1610548354&sprefix=stone+soup%2Caps%2C179&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Stone-Soup-Jon-J-Muth/dp/043933909X/ref=sr_1_4?crid=UN64YTC4M772&dchild=1&keywords=stone+soup+childrens+book&qid=1610548354&sprefix=stone+soup%2Caps%2C179&sr=8-4


Unit Three, of Three 
 
 
March Texts from the lectionary (3/7)  
Exodus 20:1-17, Psalm 19, 1 Corinthians 1:18-25, John 2:13-22 
 

Warren Lynn grew up and attended college in Oregon.  He has a Master of Divinity degree from 
Brite Divinity School in Fort Worth, Texas.  He is currently the Executive Minister of the Office of 
Christian Vocations for Disciples Home Missions in the Christian (Church Disciples of Christ.) 
 
 

I had no personal relationship to Warren prior to writing this resource 
except through a connection on Facebook.  He posts the most amazing 
photographs, and I could tell that this pastime, hobby, discipline was an 
act of self-care for him.  He has taken photographs most of his life.  He 
worked on the newspaper and yearbook in junior high and high school 
and college.  In 2001 he started using a digital camera.   
 
Warren explains that taking pictures is an act of mindfulness - “You have 

to notice the light, the details, the angles, the colors,” he says. 
 
When he takes a picture, he tries to approach it with a beginner’s mind.  One must move past 
distractions, in a sense be in retreat, and see things as if it were the first time you were seeing 
something.   
 
I don’t know if physical limitations push everyone into acts of self-care but for me it did and it 
seems that for Warren it did. He lived and lives a very active life.  He was diagnosed with a 
genetic lung disease and found that he did not have the stamina he used to have.  He has to 
slow down.  Taking pictures is a great way to rest, to learn patience, and practice what he has 
learned in his study of Eastern religion, Celtic traditions and Native American Spirituality.  
Sometimes words get in the way of our understanding of who God is and what God has to say, 
so taking pictures is a way to enter into the natural world and learn what it has to teach us - 
about the world and about ourselves. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  



Reflections for the Preacher 
Exodus 20:1-17 
Psalm 19 
1 Corinthians 1:18-25 
John 2:13-22 
 
Lots of possibilities here. Psalm 19 speaks about the heavens proclaiming the glory of God.  The 
Corinthians text speaks of the message of the cross as foolishness to those who are perishing, 
but to those who are being saved it is the power of God.  For it is written: “I will destroy the 
wisdom of the wise and the discernment of the discerning I will thwart.” 
 
What if you spoke about the possibility that God is still speaking to us through the beauty that 
is all around us.  Think about ways to find wisdom in the way the tree reaches toward the sky 
and also sends roots deep into the earth. 
 
This text focuses on the fact that people fail to recognize what Jesus can and does really mean 
and what God’s work looks like.  It seemed that those in power in the religious community had 
preconceived human notions about what God’s realm was all about. 
 
Ted Turner told an audience at the American Humanist Association in 1990 that “Christianity is 
a religion for losers.”  Paul might add that those who are wise, powerful, and of noble birth 
should lead believers to unite in hearing the word of God together, rather than compete with 
one another about who is wiser, stronger or or noble birth. 
 
This text reminds us that the wisdom of the world thinks that the gospel of winning and 
success, competition, and cruelty is the Gospel of Christ.  We search for God in humility and 
peace. 
 
The Cross confounds and confuses us.  There is a series of books by a woman named Peggy 
Parish. In them the main character, Amelia Bedelia is a housekeeper.  In one instance she is 
asked to dust the furniture, she throws dust everywhere.  In another instance she is asked to 
draw the drapes, she pulls out pen and paper and begins to draw.  In other words, she sees the 
world in a totally different way.  That is what the Gospel of Christ asks us to do.  You might 
speak with the congregation in terms of their own self-care.  How might they sit and ponder the 
words in scripture, or the beauty of creation, the rainbow over the lake, the bird in flight, and 
try to see the light of God’s love in new ways. 
Like Warren does when he stops, and watches, and listens and waits for what is being shown to 
him, we are called to stop and listen. 
 
The light of scripture - the true light, confounds and claims us and asks us to share with others 
this joy that we can find. 
 
 



Worship Resources 
 
Call to Worship 
Leader:  Be still and know that God is. 
People: God was in the beginning. 
Leader: And when all human striving has ceased, God will still be. 
People From everlasting to everlasting, God is God and alone is worthy to be worshiped. 
All:  Let us sing praise to our God. 
 
Prayer of Preparation 
Eternal God we come to you with hungry hearts, waiting to be filled, waiting to be filled with a 
sense of your presence; waiting to be filled with the touch of your spirit; waiting to be willed 
with new energy for service.   
Come to us, we pray, be with us, touch us.  Empower us as your people that we might worship 
you here and act in the world with your grace.  Amen. 
 
A Prayer of Confession 
Gracious God, we confess what seems always to be with us; broken things within us that seem 
never to mend, empty places within us that seem never to flower. 
God of love and grace, help us accept ourselves; lead us to do those good and true things that 
are not compromised by anything within us.  As much as can be, mend us, fill us, make us 
bloom.   For all these things, we will give you glory, through God who is our hope and healing. 
Amen. 
 
Blessed Are you Who Bear The Light – by Jan Richardson 
 
Blessed are you, 
Who bear the light 
In unbearable times, 
Who testify  
To its endurance, 
Who bear witness 
To its persistence 
When everything seems  
In shadow and grief. 
 
Blessed are you 
In whom the light lives, 
In whom 
The brightness blazes - 
Your heart 
A chapel, 
An alar where in the deepest night can be seen 



The fire 
That shines forth in you 
In unaccountable aith, 
In stubborn hope, 
In love that illumines 
Every broken thing it finds. 

-From Circle of Grace Copyright 2015; Wanton Gospeller Press 
 
Warren often plays and listens to Native American Style Flute and stringed instrument music.  
Here is a link http://www.welfedspirit.org/welcome/spiritual-practices/labrinths/labrinth-
music.html 
 
Warren’s photos can be found on Flickr at https://www.flickr.com/photo/warrenlynn.html 
 
The Children’s book Old Turtle, could provide an excellent resource for a young people’s 
message: https://www.amazon.com/Old-Turtle-
Lessons/dp/0439309085/ref=sr_1_1?crid=63FB5U5LE320&dchild=1&keywords=old+turtle+chil
dren%27s+book&qid=1610551730&sprefix=Old+Our%2Caps%2C179&sr=8-1 
 
 
A great resource for self-care - Anchoring Your Well Being, by Howard Clinebell.  It has 
wonderful resources for personal as well as group reflection. 
https://www.amazon.com/Anchoring-Your-Well-Being-
Christian/dp/0835808211/ref=sr_1_10?crid=1ORUEOO21J9E7&dchild=1&keywords=howard+cl
inebell&qid=1610551842&sprefix=Howard+Cline%2Caps%2C172&sr=8-10 
 
 
As you worship, I hope you will encourage your congregations to practice self-care - through 
creating, music, art, food, conversation, nature, photography, painting, and cooking.  It would 
be fun to know how some of your members practice self-care especially with all the isolation 
and loss we have been experiencing. 
 
Footnotes: 
Feasting on the Word, Westminster Press 
Charles Campbell’s commentary on 1 Corinthians, @2018, Westminster Press. 
 
For additional information about year-round stewardship watch this from the Center for Faith and Giving 
https://youtu.be/hpOneeiX234 
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https://www.amazon.com/Old-Turtle-Lessons/dp/0439309085/ref=sr_1_1?crid=63FB5U5LE320&dchild=1&keywords=old+turtle+children%27s+book&qid=1610551730&sprefix=Old+Our%2Caps%2C179&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Old-Turtle-Lessons/dp/0439309085/ref=sr_1_1?crid=63FB5U5LE320&dchild=1&keywords=old+turtle+children%27s+book&qid=1610551730&sprefix=Old+Our%2Caps%2C179&sr=8-1
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2nd Quarter Resources

Meet Carol Devine and Scott Hardin-Nieri

Rev. Carol L. Devine is the Interim Director of Admissions at
Lexington Theological Seminary. An ordained minister in the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), she has served two Kentucky
congregations. Carol is the co-founder and minister for Green
Chalice, the creation care ministry for the denomination. Carol  is an
LTS Alumnae, is a member of the LTS Green Task Force, and
previously served as the LTS Communications Director and is the
Interim Director of Admissions at Lexington Theological Seminary.

Before ministry, Carol was an educator, first teaching preschool and
kindergarten and later educating future teachers at the University of Kentucky. While in the U.S.
Peace Corps (1992-94) she started a kindergarten program in Costa Rica that continues to this
day. Carol lives out her faith by working for peace through justice. She volunteered for years in
jail ministry and mentoring returning citizens. She helped start a Farmer’s Market and volunteers
in food pantries and homeless ministries. She is a partner of the Black Clergy network in
Lexington and is a member of the Race Working group at Transylvania University.

Carol has written op-eds, spoken out and marched and led workshops on racism. She serves
on the Justice Table of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and serves on several boards.
She leads workshops and retreats, writes, teaches, and preaches on climate and its
intersectionality with other justice issues. Carol has three young adult children and she loves to
do yoga, garden, hike, cycle, cook, dance, and read.

Scott Hardin-Nieri is a dad, a partner to Becca and cares deeply about people and God’s
planet.  He is an ordained pastor with the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). He has a
Master of Divinity and a Diploma in the Art of Spiritual Direction from San Francisco Theological
Seminary. Scott estimates he has spend over 365 nights on church floors, bunk beds or other
weird locations as he accompanied youth and young adults at camp, mission experiences and
service learning trips. He currently serves as the Associate Minister for Green Chalice, the
Disciples’ stewardship of creation by supporting and encouraging congregational leadership as
well as as the Director of the Creation Care Alliance of Western North Carolina.
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Prior to living in Asheville, Scott and his family served in the vulnerable cloud forest of
Monteverde, Costa Rica. There he learned to how to climb Fig Strangler trees, spot Two-toed
Sloths, distinguish the call of a Three-wattle Bell Bird from a Black Face Solitaire and listen to
people and nature in a new way. Scott continues to become aware of the deep connections
among pollution, poverty, violence, racism, oppression, climate change and the spiritual
brokenness in the world.  He hopes to foster curiosity, listen deeply and tell stories of hope and
is grateful for opportunities to hear and share Good News in the midst of great challenges.

April - Stewardship of Creation

Contributed by Green Chalice (Greenchalice.org)

Additional Resource:

Creation Justice Ministries (creationjustice.org), 2015 Earth Day Resource: Have you anything
here to eat? Sustainable Food in a Changing Climate. Authors: Rev. Carol Devine and Rebecca
Barnes

Text for Earth Sunday: Luke 24.36b-48

While they were talking about this, Jesus himself stood among them and said to them, ‘Peace
be with you.’ They were startled and terrified, and thought that they were seeing a ghost. He
said to them, ‘Why are you frightened, and why do doubts arise in your hearts? Look at my
hands and my feet; see that it is I myself. Touch me and see; for a ghost does not have flesh
and bones as you see that I have.’ And when he had said this, he showed them his hands and
his feet. While in their joy they were disbelieving and still wondering, he said to them, ‘Have you
anything here to eat?’ They gave him a piece of broiled fish, and he took it and ate in their
presence.

Then he said to them, ‘These are my words that I spoke to you while I was still with you—that
everything written about me in the law of Moses, the prophets, and the psalms must be fulfilled.’
Then he opened their minds to understand the scriptures, and he said to them, ‘Thus it is
written, that the Messiah is to suffer and to rise from the dead on the third day, and that
repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be proclaimed in his name to all nations, beginning
from Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things.

Background for Preaching/Teaching:

Food, drink, and meals of one kind and another are prevalent in the Gospel of Luke. There is a
banquet at Levi’s house, dinner at Simon’s, the feeding of the 5,000, dinner at Mary and
Martha’s, dinner at a Pharisee’s house, a Sabbath meal at a Pharisee’s house, dinner at
Zaccheus’ house, the Last Supper, the meal with Cleopas and friend in Emmaus, and here in
our passage, the risen Christ asks for something to eat.

Jesus ate the food served to him by the rich and the poor. If Jesus had an important lesson to
teach – he did it over a meal. If he wanted to gain the trust of people, he said come eat with me.
If he wanted to show what the kingdom of God looks like, he said let us eat together. Through
meals Jesus brought outsiders into the family of God, taking away shame, and restoring honor.
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He connected with his family and friends, as well as those who were considered “enemies.”
Foods were critical to Jesus’ ministry and life. He taught us that eating the same foods at the
same time at the same table brings diverse people together in equality.

Eating was something that connected the disciples to Jesus and his ministry. They would have
remembered the healing of Jarius’ daughter when Jesus told her parents to give her something
to eat. The ones who encountered Christ on the road to Emmaus recalled recognizing him when
he broke the bread. The last time the disciples were with Jesus before his crucifixion, they
celebrated the Passover and were told to eat bread and drink wine in his remembrance.

The Table is central because it reflects societal structures and the justice and injustice
surrounding them. In the ancient world, most people could not afford to eat meat. Vegetarianism
was the lifestyle of the majority—a lifestyle of necessity. People of wealth would have been able
to afford to eat meat, perhaps on a regular basis; for the rest, however, the Sabbath, religious
festivals or special occasions of hospitality may have provided the rare opportunities to eat
meat. Today, Americans' addiction to meat is destroying natural biodiverse habitats, increases
risk of pandemics, and contributes more emissions than transportation.

Because fish was valuable in Jesus’ time, most was exported. When it was eaten, every part
was used. It was consumed in many forms and fashions – fresh and dried, salted and pickled,
raw and cooked. They would eat fish soup, use fish brine as a seasoning, fish oil as a fuel, and
fish skins as a writing surface. Even fish bones were fashioned into writing implements, hooks,
needles, and hair ornaments. Just like in Jesus’ time, today we do not all have equal access to
the same food and not everyone is welcome at every table.

Today food security worldwide is declining rapidly due to global climate change which leads to
political instability and violence. Food scarcity displaces peoples from their homelands as they
leave in search of food and water, and the most vulnerable peoples, especially women and
children, are still the first to feel the effects of food apartheid.

Enter this text by remembering how shared foods have connected us to loved ones, strangers
and enemies. Imagine with the congregation the meal we would serve if Christ showed up
asking for something to eat. Explore the fishing industry and over-fishing, and plastics in our
waterways. How does food connect us to each other and who is excluded from our food
systems? Expand the table to include creatures. Explore how our food purchases impact God’s
good earth.

Worship Resources for April

Call to Worship

Leader: Awaken!

The new day reveals itself in every moment,

And by the grace of God all things are made possible

Come, let us give thanks.
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All: We give thanks to you, blessed, mysterious Life-giver,

For one more day to experience the miracle of creation.

One side: With every breath we remember that life is a gift

from you, O God, and we give thanks.

Second side: With every bite of healthy food, we know

the wonder of your diverse and fruitful Earth, and we give

thanks.

Leader: With every word, we affirm your transforming love

for each of us, and we give thanks.

All: Holy Beloved, through you all things are made new.

Creation is full of your glory. All praise be yours!

Prayer

Creator, all the earth is full of your glory. Yet, we have taken the abundance of the earth for
granted. We have uttered prayers of thanksgiving without true gratitude. Have mercy on us.

Help us to see the suffering of the earth and of the people who have produced our food. Let us
feel a connection to all of creation and to you. Give us courage to work for justice that all may
know you and be fed body and spirit. Move your spirit powerfully among us as we pray for daily
bread as Jesus taught us saying… Our Father …. Amen

Children’s Sermon

Show the kids a container of dirt and allow them to touch it (if in-person). Ask them what it is
and where it comes from. Ask them how is dirt made?

Tell them that as food scraps decompose and leaves and flowers and trees decompose, they
make dirt.

Did you know that we are made of the same stuff as the dirt? We are people of the dirt. Human
means just that – man of the humus or soil, dirt.

And without dirt, we would not have food. Our food grows in the earth. Our fruits and
vegetables, and the grain that becomes our bread are all grown in the ground. Dirt is really
important and without it, we could not live.

Talk about a garden – if your church has a garden, talk about what the seeds require to grow.

Pray with me.
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Creator God, we thank you for dirt which grows our food and gives us life. Help us to learn to
take care of your sacred dirt. Amen

Communion Meditation

We come to this table every time we worship. It is our theological lens. It connects us to all
people and all creatures because we all require food to live. It connects us to the earth, to the
dirt of which we are also made. It connects us to God, Creator of all. It connects us to Christ
who told us that each time we break bread and drink from the cup to remember.

(Say words of institution. Partake of Communion.)

Let us pray…

Creator God,

We take this bread, a symbol of your body broken for us. We drink from this cup, symbol of your
blood shed for us. And we remember. We remember that you were fully human, a person of the
dirt, who came to show us how to love and care for each other and for all that God created.
Bless the bread and cup that we might be transformed body and spirit to build up and care for
the soil that all people, creatures and plants might be nourished.

In the powerful name of Jesus we pray, Amen

Youth and Adult Study Options

Book Study

Read part or all of any of these books and discuss them in class. They are all excellent.

Food and Faith: Justice, Joy, and Daily Bread by Michael Schut

The Green Good News: Christ’s Path to Sustainable and Joyful Life by Dr. T. Wilson Dickinson

Food and Faith: A Theology of Eating by Norman Wirzba

Food and Faith Discussion

Read Luke 24.36b-48 and then slowly work through some or all of the following ideas and
questions during your class time.

Go around the room and name one food that reminds you of a beloved person (ex. Green
beans – my grandmother – she grew them, canned them and cooked them).

Through eating, Jesus shows his humanity – his dependence on the earth and Jesus teaches
community building and sustaining. He broke bread with friends, family, wealthy people,
community and faith leaders, poor, marginalized and sick people in order to bring them all into
the community of God, into relationship. We do the same thing. If we are interested in someone,
we ask them on a date or to eat. In college we order pizza together, as adults we “do lunch,” to
build business relationships, we have people over for dinner.
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Think about and then share stories about when you ate with someone who might be considered
an enemy or someone undesirable.

When we eat, we are physically connected to each other – to those we are eating with and to
those who planted, harvested, trucked and prepared our food. When we eat we are connected
to creation through the plants and animals we eat and the soil, sun and water that nourished
them. We are connected to God.

Talk through and draw out a chain of how many people were involved in getting food to us, from
the ones who plant the seeds to the ones who bag our groceries. Compare and contrast buying
tomatoes from a farmer’s market to buying frozen pizza (or other processed food). Discuss the
impact on the earth and the people.

“The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to till it and keep it.” The human
was made for the garden. The first job was to care for the garden, to care for the soil and the
plants, to care for creation and to keep it. Many congregations have started community gardens
to feed themselves, their neighbors and support food pantries and feeding programs.

A shift in thinking about justice-

Justice is not just about inclusion of others into our broken system but changing the system.

Not clothing the poor with materials made in sweatshops, feeding the hungry with food that
degrades the land and exploits laborers, but starting and supporting food systems that build
relationships of love and care.

In what ways do we or can we follow Jesus by helping to create a new food system?

God said, enjoy yourself, eat anything you want – just don’t eat from that one tree. But they did
eat, and at the end of chapter three, Adam and Eve suffered the consequences of their
decision.

What consequences are we experiencing because of what and how we eat? Think of the
impacts to the earth, biodiversity, water, soil, air, human health, animals, forests.

Jesus said, “As you do to the least of these, you do it to me.”

If feeding hungry people is feeding Christ, how do our feeding programs and food pantries
measure up? Discuss how we are called to feed ourselves and each other as we would feed
Christ? Should our diets and food purchases look different as Christians? What would we not
want to feed Christ? (ex. Fast food, junk food, highly processed food, fish from polluted waters,
meat from factory farms). What would the impacts be, on the planet, relationships, animals,
health, etc. if we ate as if we were feeding Christ?

Food Journey Through the Gospel of Luke

21 Days, Spiritual Discipline of Scripture and Journaling

This can be an individual experience or can be done independently and then discussed in class.
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Food, drink, and meals of one kind and another are prevalent in the Gospel of Luke. The Table
is central because it reflects societal structures and the justice and injustice of them. We do not
all have equal access to food. Not everyone is welcome at every table, meal or banquet. Jesus
ate with sinners and tax collectors and with Pharisees, women, strangers and disciples.

Read the Gospel of Luke, paying attention to justice themes, particularly those surrounding
food, drink and meals. The goal should be to read the entire gospel, but please at least read the
selected text. Keep a journal and write down all words, phrases, images or ideas that speaks to
your heart. Record all food references. Try not to sensor yourself. Stay open to the Holy Spirit.

Reading Schedule

Day 1 - Read Chapter One – Focus on Mary’s Song, verse 53

Day 2 - Read Chapter Two – Focus on Message to Shepherds from Angel, verse 12

Day 3 - Read Chapter 3 – 4.13 – Focus on Chapter 3.11 and 4.1-4

Day 4 - Read Chapter 4.14 – 5.32 – Focus on 4.38-39 and 5.29-32

Day 5 - Read Chapter 5.33 – Chapter 6 – Focus on 5.33-35, 6.1-5, 6.21, and 6.43-45

Day 6 - Read Chapter 7 – Focus on 7.33-35, 7.36-39

Day 7 - Read Chapter 8 – Focus on 8.4-8 and 8.32-33

Day 8 - Read Chapter 9 – Focus on 9.3 and 9.12-17

Day 9 - Read Chapter 10 – 11.4 – Focus on 10.7-8 and 11.3

Day 10 - Read Chapter 11.5-12.21 – Focus on 11.37-42

Day 11 - Read Chapter 12.22- 13.21 – Focus on 12.22-24, 13.6-9, and 13.18-19

Day 12 - Read Chapter 13.22 – 14.24 – Focus on 14.1-4, 14.10-13, and 14.15-24

Day 13 - Read Chapter 14.25 – 15 – Focus on 14.34-45, 15.14-16, and 15.23-24

Day 14 - Read Chapter 16 and 17 – Focus on 16.19-21 and 17. 7-8

Day 15 - Read Chapter 18 and 19 – Focus on 19.5-7

Day 16 - Read Chapter 20   – Focus on 20.9-10 and 20. 46

Day 17 - Read Chapter 21 – Focus on 21.11, 21. 23-24 and 21.29-30

Day 18 - Read Chapter 22.1-34 – Focus on 22. 16-20

Day 19 - Read Chapter 22.35 – 23.43 – Focus on 23.36

Day 20 - Read Chapter 23.44 – 24.35 – Focus on 24.30-32
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Day 21 - Read Chapter 24.36 – 53 – Focus on 24.41-41

Actions

1. Start a garden of any size.

2. Eat food that is grown close to where you live. Support local growers.

3. Be intentional when choosing to eat meat. Eat less meat. Support local farmers who
are committed to sustainably raising their animals.

4. Start a compost bin.

5. Support restaurants who support local growers and use less single-use dinnerware.

6. Support hunger programs.

7. Start a pollinator garden for the birds and bees.

May - Stewardship of Creation

May 2021 – Energy

Additional Resource: Creation Justice Ministries Earth Day 2012 Resource: A life of Abundance:
Energy and Ethics, http://www.creationjustice.org/educational-resources.html

Text for Pentecost Sunday: Acts 2.1-21

When the day of Pentecost had come, they were all together in one place. 2 And suddenly from
heaven there came a sound like the rush of a violent wind, and it filled the entire house where
they were sitting. 3 Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared among them, and a tongue rested on
each of them. 4 All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other
languages, as the Spirit gave them ability.

5 Now there were devout Jews from every nation under heaven living in Jerusalem. 6 And at this
sound the crowd gathered and was bewildered, because each one heard them speaking in the
native language of each. 7 Amazed and astonished, they asked, “Are not all these who are
speaking Galileans? 8 And how is it that we hear, each of us, in our own native language? 9

Parthians, Medes, Elamites, and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus
and Asia, 10 Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts of Libya belonging to Cyrene, and
visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, 11 Cretans and Arabs—in our own languages we
hear them speaking about God’s deeds of power.” 12 All were amazed and perplexed, saying to
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one another, “What does this mean?” 13 But others sneered and said, “They are filled with new
wine.”

Peter Addresses the Crowd

14 But Peter, standing with the eleven, raised his voice and addressed them, “Men of Judea and
all who live in Jerusalem, let this be known to you, and listen to what I say. 15 Indeed, these are
not drunk, as you suppose, for it is only nine o’clock in the morning. 16 No, this is what was
spoken through the prophet Joel:

17 ‘In the last days it will be, God declares,

that I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh,

and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy,

and your young men shall see visions,

and your old men shall dream dreams.

18 Even upon my slaves, both men and women,

in those days I will pour out my Spirit;

and they shall prophesy.

19 And I will show portents in the heaven above

and signs on the earth below,

blood, and fire, and smoky mist.

20 The sun shall be turned to darkness

and the moon to blood,

before the coming of the Lord’s great and glorious day.

21 Then everyone who calls on the name of the Lord shall be saved.’

Text for Pentecost Sunday 2021: Ezekiel 37.1-14

The hand of the Lord came upon me, and he brought me out by the spirit of the Lord and set me
down in the middle of a valley; it was full of bones. 2 He led me all around them; there were very
many lying in the valley, and they were very dry. 3 He said to me, “Mortal, can these bones live?”
I answered, “O Lord God, you know.” 4 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to these bones, and say
to them: O dry bones, hear the word of the Lord. 5 Thus says the Lord God to these bones: I will
cause breath[a] to enter you, and you shall live. 6 I will lay sinews on you, and will cause flesh to
come upon you, and cover you with skin, and put breath[b] in you, and you shall live; and you
shall know that I am the Lord.”
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7 So I prophesied as I had been commanded; and as I prophesied, suddenly there was a noise,
a rattling, and the bones came together, bone to its bone. 8 I looked, and there were sinews on
them, and flesh had come upon them, and skin had covered them; but there was no breath in
them. 9 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to the breath, prophesy, mortal, and say to the breath:[c]

Thus says the Lord God: Come from the four winds, O breath,[d] and breathe upon these slain,
that they may live.” 10 I prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath came into them, and
they lived, and stood on their feet, a vast multitude.

11 Then he said to me, “Mortal, these bones are the whole house of Israel. They say, ‘Our bones
are dried up, and our hope is lost; we are cut off completely.’ 12 Therefore prophesy, and say to
them, Thus says the Lord God: I am going to open your graves, and bring you up from your
graves, O my people; and I will bring you back to the land of Israel. 13 And you shall know that I
am the Lord, when I open your graves, and bring you up from your graves, O my people. 14 I will
put my spirit within you, and you shall live, and I will place you on your own soil; then you shall
know that I, the Lord, have spoken and will act, says the Lord.”

Background:

Pentecost is the day we celebrate the coming of the Holy Spirit, the birthday of the church. The
church was started on the Jewish festival called the Feast of Weeks which was when the first
fruits of the harvest were dedicated to God. Over time it became the celebration of when God
gave Moses the Ten Commandments. It was renamed Pentecost because Jewish tradition says
that Moses received the Ten Commandments 50 days after being led out of Egypt. Pente
means five. Jews came to Jerusalem, to the Temple, from all over the Greco-Roman world to
celebrate Pentecost.

There were two groups affected by the coming of the Holy Spirit on that long ago Pentecost
celebration. The first group is described in the first chapter of Acts. “They went to the upstairs
room where they were staying. Peter, John, James, and Andrew; Philip and Thomas;
Bartholomew and Matthew; James, Alphaeus’s son; Simon the zealot; and Judas, James’
son—all were united in their devotion to prayer, along with some women, including Mary the
mother of Jesus and his brother. At this time, the family of believers was a company of about
120 persons.”

The second group, Jews from every nation, was out on the streets of Jerusalem. Some
translations say that they were “staying” in Jerusalem and some say they were “living” in
Jerusalem. It was quite a crowd because this celebration was one of the most important Jewish
holidays of the year. It was a joyous occasion that brought a diverse crowd of people together
from all over the Roman world.

God took advantage of the great crowd and sent the Holy Spirit in a dramatic way. This passage
reminds us that the Spirit does not always arrive as a still, small voice or a faint stirring in the
heart. God sometimes comes in a roar and in fire. Wind is powerful! It cannot be stopped or
contained. It has no boundaries. The prophet Ezekiel said, God “brought me out by the spirit of
the Lord and set me down in the middle of a valley.” We remember that the Hebrew word for
spirit, ruah, can also be translated as wind or breath. Ezekiel repeats the words from God
saying, “Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may live.
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Just as we cannot stop the wind, we cannot stop the Holy Spirit.

Moses was on the minds of all the Jews, and as they witnessed the tongues of flames, they
would have remembered Moses at Mt. Horeb, when the angel of the Lord appeared to him in a
flame of fire out of a bush. They would have remembered that after Moses freed the Hebrew
people from slavery at Mt. Sinai there was thunder and lightning, a thick cloud, and a blast of a
trumpet so loud that all the people trembled….and the mountain was wrapped in smoke,
because the Lord had descended upon it in fire while the whole mountain shook violently.

As they carried these stories of Moses in their memories, they experienced God as violent wind
and tongues of fire.

These texts are about God’s power, God’s energy. One way to enter these texts is about
thinking about natural and renewable sources of energy. Conversations about energy often
revolve around the concept of scarcity, but the truth is that God who comes to us as wind and
fire has given us energy sources in abundance. Energy is a gift from God, whether it takes the
form of food that fuels our bodies or electricity that lights our homes. Renewable energy sources
such solar, wind, and geothermal are infinite. In addition, renewable energy offers the potential
for local energy development and new economic opportunities for struggling rural communities,
which are often the best locations for solar and wind farms. In less developed countries
renewable energy renewable energy is much less expensive and complex For example, William
Kamkwamba a teenager from rural Malawi “harnessed the wind” and built an electricity
generating windmill out of an old bike and pieces of plastic piping.
https://www.ted.com/talks/william_kamkwamba_how_i_harnessed_the_wind?utm_campaign=te
dspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare

devastating, on God’s Creation and on the health and well-being of our neighbors.

Call to Worship

L: Come, Holy Spirit! Ignite our hearts with courage that leads to action!

P: That all the world may know the Living God.

L: Come, Holy Spirit! Fill us with the power of the rushing wind that we may faithfully serve you
in all that we do.

P: That all the world may know the Living God.

L: Come, Holy Spirit! Move among us and empower us with love.

P: That all the world may know the Living God.

Prayer

Creator God, help us to be wise caretakers of the gifts you have given us. Help us to use energy
in a way that benefits all people and treads lightly on your creation.

Creator, in your mercy, hear our prayer.
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Compassionate God, we pray for those in the world who are most vulnerable to the effects of
our unwise use of energy, that they may have safe homes and daily bread, and that you would
grace them with your presence in times of crisis, displacement, and famine.

Creator, in your mercy, hear our prayer.

God of peace, we pray that the nations will work peacefully to find solutions to our common
energy needs, that we may avoid bitter conflict over limited energy sources. We pray that you
would lift up leaders for peaceful cooperation and give strength and your blessing to the
peacemakers.

Creator, in your mercy, hear our prayer.

Loving God, we pray for those who depend most on your gifts of energy for vital aspects of their
daily lives, for the sick, the aging, the poor, and the children. Help us to achieve a sustainable
and just energy future that will guarantee these vulnerable groups the services they need,
especially as our changing climate makes our weather more erratic and more dangerous.
Creator, in your mercy, hear our prayer.

Holy God, we stand in awe of the wonders of your Creation. Embolden us to protect these
wonders and find the energy we need from sources that do not tear down your mountains and
poison your rivers.

Creator, in your mercy, hear our prayer, Amen.

(From: A life of Abundance: Energy and Ethics,
http://www.creationjustice.org/educational-resources.html)

Children’s Moment

(Have a fan plugged in and blowing on the children. Have paper fans to show the children or
paper for children to make their own fans. Have a photo of a Wind Turbine.)

Some of us did not have Air Conditioning in our homes and churches when we were your age.
In the summer, we opened the windows at night and used fans. If we did not have fans, we used
hand fans and made our own wind. We also enjoyed sitting outside in the breeze.

Wind is useful and fun. The wind can cool us off. It can help us fly a kite. Sometimes birds have
fun just riding the wind. Wind can also make electricity. Here is a picture of a wind turbine. The
wind turns the arms of the turbine and that generates electricity that powers lights and heat and
air conditioning!

Our story in the Bible today is about how God’s Spirit came in the wind to bless people and to
bring energy and new life. We give great thanks today for the wind – because it cools us off, it is
fun and it is useful.

Let us pray…
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Thank you, God, for creating the wind that is useful and fun. We thank you that you come to us
in the wind so that we might know your power and love. Amen.

Communion Meditation

Just as God provides sources of energy and power that are infinite, each Sunday in worship we
come to this infinite table of love.  These days the table may look a little different, a dining room
table, a card table, or even a rickety tv tray set up in front of the couch. There may be some
extra flexibility in your practice regarding the elements of the Lord’s Supper during this time- as
grape juice or wine, wavers or bread may not always be on hand.  The look and feel, even the
taste of our common experience may have changed a bit, but what it represents has not
changed. This is a table of abundance – all are welcome, all are included in Christ’s love and
grace. Things may seem different, yet we still hear the words spoken by Jesus, we Remember
God’s love for us and the revelation of grace in this simple meal.

In times of trouble, the Table must be more welcoming,  more creative, and include more and
more people. It was in the face of imminent trouble that Jesus was gathered with his Disciples
for his last supper. There he invited them to remember him and all he stands for everytime we
break bread and drink from the cup. Words of institution and Prayer.

Adult/Youth Education

Videos about renewable energy and climate change with Dr. Katharine Hayhoe.
https://www.youtube.com/c/GlobalWeirdingwithKatharineHayhoe/videos

Midway Christian Church- Green Chalice Video- https://vimeo.com/219761378

Adult Study Guides-From Interfaith Power and Light:

Scientific and Spiritual Dimensions of Climate Change – The purpose of this course by the
International Environment Forum is to facilitate the study of climate change from both a scientific
and spiritual perspective. It was written from a Baha’i’s perspective, but with interfaith
participants in mind. Any faith group can use these materials. The group study is set up for 9
classes of about 2 hours each. However, the materials can easily be adapted for specific
situations such as a weekend course by incorporating the optional power-point presentations, or
be used as general resources.

The Cry of Creation: A Call for Climate Justice. An Interfaith Study Guide on Global
Warming. Prepared by Earth Ministry, this ecumenical, interfaith study guide is structed into 3 or
4 weeks and can be easily adapted to your congregations needs. It contains an introductory
sermon by Bill McKibbon, FAQs on global warming, and weekly meeting guides complete with
opening meditation, prayer, group reading, discussion, focused actions, and closing prayer. The
readings are short and relevant.

One God, One Family, One Earth: Responding to the Gifts of God’s Creation. Using this six
session adult education curriculum, small discussion groups can rediscover our relationship with
God’s creation. This is a packet.
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Awakening to God’s Call to Earthkeeping: A four-session small group study to
encourage, empower and equip Lutherans in their calling to care for creation. This
50-page resource (pdf), which is free on the ELCA website, includes both a Leader Guide and
participant materials for use in faith-based small group context: adult or older youth Sunday
school, Christian Education classes, women’s circles, men’s groups, congregational “Green
Team,” or in a retreat setting. Members of any Christian denomination would be able to use it,
with only slight modification (if desired) to incorporate materials from their own faith tradition.

It’s God’s World: Christians, Care for Creation and Global Warming. A Five session study
for congregations by Vera White is a study is published by the NCC”s Eco-Justice Working
Group and contains session plans with background information, an activity and something
liturgical. Excellent, short, relevant guide.

For Children and Youth- From Interfaith Power and Light:
https://www.interfaithpowerandlight.org/for-children-and-youth/

Lessons and Activities

Alliance for Climate Education (ACE) Climate and energy lessons plans for high school
students. ACE offers a range of climate science and energy lesson plans beyond the ACE
Assembly. Check out our Ocean Acidifcation short animation, take our Climate Quiz and browse
ACE’s Science Reports, written at a perfect level to engage high school students.

Climate Change Lessons for Middle School Students Education and the Environment
Initiative (EEI) is California’s groundbreaking, first-in-the nation K-12 environmental education
curriculum. It’s California State Board of Education-approved, teaches select California science
and history/social science standards and helps support Common Core and Next Generation
Science Standards. Search for climate lessons across a wide range of environmental topics and
grade levels.

The Story of Creation: A Sunday School Resource on Caring for Creation (Age 5-12) An
educational resource developed by the Environmental Network of the Anglican Church of
Southern Africa (Green Anglicans) to provide a resource for Sunday Schools for children aged
5-12. Some of the activities can also be used with older or younger children. The aim of the
manual is to build healthy relationships with God, each other and all creation. Also, to help
children understand and appreciate the inter-relationships and mutual interdependence of all life
on earth, that we are part of a ‘web of life’.

Climate Change Lessons for High School Students Education and the Environment Initiative
(EEI) has engaging lessons plans and free teacher training that delivers an exciting way to
support an exploration of climate change from a wide-range of perspectives, including: people
and places, natural systems, food production, energy production, the environment, extinction
past and present, history, etc.

Documentaries:

Arctic Tale With breathtaking footage of life on the arctic tundra, the directors spin a highly
emotional tale of the melting ice caps and the effect of their disappearance on every species in
the ecosystem. Since the film is essentially aimed at children, the cuteness factor is off the
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charts, aided by the slightly grating use of sound effects, a slangy voiceover by Queen Latifah,
and a kid-friendly pop/folk soundtrack. And, as in a National Geographic special, viewers learn
some interesting and neutral facts about polar bears, walruses, narwhals, foxes, and other
northern creatures. The narrative, however, returns repeatedly to the grim conditions that are
killing off our planet’s wildlife, one family at a time. The directors take pains to create a hopeful
ending, with a sweet pair of life-goes-on epilogues and a closing credit sequence featuring
conservation tips, but the message of the film is sobering and hits its mark with kids and adults
alike.

Books:

Caring for God’s World: Creative Ecology Ideas For Your Church, edited by Kristin
Kemper. This 100-page guide is divided into children and youth sections, each containing
several games, activities, crafts, songs, plays, and youth liturgies. An older resource, but
still relevant.

Free: Operation Creation, by Barb Holtz with Jody Gunn and David Radcliff is a
five-session care for creation curriculum for elementary children provided by the New
Community Project. This 14-page PDF resource contains lesson plans for children. Each
includes an introduction, scripture, prayer, craft, activity/snack, story, mission, closing, and
take-home assignment.

Keepers of the Earth: Native American Stories and Environmental Activities for Children,
by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac helps children connect with the natural world while
telling important environmental concepts. Each section contains a Native American story,
discussion ideas, interesting questions, and related indoor and outdoor activities.

FREE:Traditional Tree Tales from the Auerbach Central Agency for Jewish Education contains
three short tales adapted from the Talmud or traditional Jewish fairy tales. These short and
simple stories can be told to young children or acted out.

Sammy Spider’s First Tu B’Shevat by Sylvia Rouss is a delightful, vibrantly illustrated book
about a spider who years to join in the Jewish festival of trees. If the children in your life like Eric
Carle’s books, they’ll like this one, too.

Let’s Explore God’s World by Debby Anderson is an energetic romp across God’s wide,
wonderful planet prompts kids to join in the experience of nature while cheerfully guiding them in
the adventure of caring for his world. Combining an instructional focus on the five senses with a
spiritual focus on God’s gift of life, the book encourages kids and caring adults to have a blast
exploring–and learning to protect–our earthly home.

The North Pole is Sinking! A Tale about Global Warming by Ethan Khiem Matasuda and
Michael Matasuda is written by a schoolteacher and his son. This engaging children’s book
helps children understand their roles as global citizens, the big picture of global warming, and
the importance of making a contribution.

Wicked Cool Sustainable Solutions for the Earth Coloring Book by Becky Johnson is an
engaging, creative tool to get kids thinking about their impact on the Earth. This terrific
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classroom or home-schooling resource includes sections on Local Environment, Food,
Conscious Consuming, Energy, Transportation, and Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.

Ecology Crafts for Kids: 50 Great Ways to Make Friends with Planet Earth by Bobbie
Needham is a colorful, user-friendly book full of large photographs and easy step-by-step
instructions to make crafts from recycled or reused materials (and bits of nature). Projects
include gift wrap, planters, envelopes, bird feeders, mosaics, puppets, and candles.

Play Lightly on the Earth: Nature Activites for Children 3 to 9 Years Old by Jacqueline
Horsfall provides ideas for outdoor activities with an emphasis on learning and exploring while
minimizing one’s impact. Each activity contains an objective, preperations, options and
discussion questions well-suited for young children.

Journey for the Planet: A Kid’s Five Week Adventure to Create and Earth-Friendly Life by
David Gershon is another useful guidebook full of earth-actions for kids, complete with reasons
behind each action, materials needed, time, and fun illustrations.

Recycling with Arnie and Bing by Ann Wagner A children’s book for elementary-aged
students (primarily for 2nd and 3rd graders) Arnie (a pickle jar) and Bing (a lemonade can) meet
in a grocery cart. Their friendship grows when they’re placed side by side in the refrigerator and
discover they share a love of singing. But after a picnic, and they’ve been emptied, they’re
tossed into a recycling bin, picked up by a truck, and lose each other among all the other
recyclables! Will they ever see each other again.

Action

Become a Green Chalice Congregation-
https://www.discipleshomemissions.org/missions-advocacy/green-chalice/toolkit/

Disciples Extension Fund- Sustainable Planning Guide.
https://disciplescef.org/assets/docs/Planning-Guide-Sustainability.pdf

*Conserve- Do an energy audit in your home or congregation.

Energy Audit for congregations from Interfaith Power and Light-
https://www.interfaithpower.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Energy-Audit-KSIPL.pdf

Energy Audits for homes

https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/home-energy-audits/do-it-yourself-home-energy-audits

Or find a professional to help you.

*Explore Renewable Energy-  Find a local solar company and invite them to provide an estimate
for your building

Utilize Church Extension Green Building Loans
https://disciplescef.org/borrow/renovation-loans/#green-loans
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Try Arcadia Power- Arcadia connects individuals and churches to local community solar and
wind projects and purchases renewable energy certificates from wind farms on your behalf.

*Participate in Carbon Offsets

Cool Effects helps offset your carbon footprint by purchasing clean cook stoves for those in
need or through other carbon offsetting solutions

* Going Carbon Neutral

Moving Forward Guide- Helping your Congregation move toward Carbon Neutrality-

https://blessedtomorrow.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/BT-MFG-0514.pdf

Moving Forward Guide in Spanish

Webinar https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVdXWZb3lvg&ab_channel=ecoAmerica

June - Father’s Day & Water/Watershed/Oceans

Additional Resource: Creation Justice Ministries Earth Day 2018 Resource.
http://www.creationjustice.org/educational-resources.html

Mark 4.35-41

On that day, when evening had come, he said to them, “Let us go across to the other side.” 36
And leaving the crowd behind, they took him with them in the boat, just as he was. Other boats
were with him. 37 A great windstorm arose, and the waves beat into the boat, so that the boat
was already being swamped. 38 But he was in the stern, asleep on the cushion; and they woke
him up and said to him, “Teacher, do you not care that we are perishing?” 39 He woke up and
rebuked the wind, and said to the sea, “Peace! Be still!” Then the wind ceased, and there was a
dead calm. 40 He said to them, “Why are you afraid? Have you still no faith?” 41 And they were
filled with great awe and said to one another, “Who then is this, that even the wind and the sea
obey him?”

Background

In teaching and preaching, one can link water, fear, faith and call to action to this text. Explore
these themes in new ways.

Due to the climate crisis, hurricanes are becoming more powerful, unleash higher amounts of
rainfall (which increases flooding), move more slowly, have an expanding range, and are more
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intense. (https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/10/climate/climate-change-hurricanes.html).  Water
is both necessary for life and dangerous.

For Jesus and his Disciples, it had been a good if long day of preaching and teaching (faith the
size of a mustard seed).  Jesus suggested to his disciples, “Let’s go to the other side of the
lake.” Some of the disciples were experienced with boats, they fished for a living. Jesus was
tired, everything was under control so he went to sleep. And while he was sleeping a great
windstorm suddenly came upon them and the boat began to take on a lot of water. The
Disciples knew what to do in a storm, but this was no ordinary storm, and all their attempts to
save the boat from sinking were failing.

This is not the first big storm, a sinking boat, and a lot of fear in Scripture. God called Jonah to
go to Nineveh to save the people. But Jonah jumped on a boat to run away from God. Like
Jesus, Jonah was asleep when the huge storm overtook the boat. Scripture says the sailors
were very afraid. The captain went to where Jonah was sleeping and said, “What are you doing
sound asleep? Get up, call on your god! Perhaps the god will spare us a thought so that we do
not perish.”  God oftentimes calls us to places that we do not want to go and to situations that
we fear.

Walking with God, in the footsteps of Christ, means being willing to step into the storms and
challenges of life in faith. The English Language can make understanding the kind of faith Jesus
was talking about difficult. In English faith is a noun and cannot be a verb.  But the kind of faith
Jesus was talking about was a verb.  Faith is not a possession but a capacity – a capacity for
trust. It is ever changing, not fixed or permanent, it is stronger some days than other days but it
is never completely gone because it is a gift from God. We all have the capacity for faith and the
gift of faith.

Call to Worship

Leader: We have come here seeking to worship the God of all Creation.

People: We have come to stand on holy ground!

Leader: We have come to sing God’s praises, as trees and plants sing God’s praise with their
blooming. (Name local spring flowers or budding trees.)

People: We have come to sing praises to our Creator!

Leader: We have come to experience the mighty rush of the Spirit like our surrounding flowing
waters. (Name local creek(s), river(s) or body of water.)

People: We have come to open ourselves to the Holy Spirit!

All: We have come to experience the God of Creation is this sacred space.

Call to Worship (from: “A desert faith in a desert time”, Ghost Ranch, 2013—PEC Ferncliff
Conference)

We gather to worship God, Giver of Life,
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God, give us the waters of new life.

In the deserts of our lives, in the wilderness within,

God, give us the waters of new life.

To give us hope when our lives run dry, to give us strength when our world seems barren,

God, gives us the waters of new life.

To let peace flow like a river and love spring forth like a fountain,

God, give us the waters of new life.

To make justice roll down like waters and righteousness like a living stream,

God, give us the waters of new life.

To give us- and our world- a second chance and a new beginning,

God, give us the waters of new life.

Come, people of God, open your lives to receive God’s new life. Open your hearts to sing God’s
praise.

Prayer A

Litany prayer for Water. Mercy International Reflection Group at Mercy Center, St. Louis

Leader: Let us pray. Creator God, whose Spirit moved over the face of the waters, who gathers
the seas into their places and directs the courses of the rivers; who sends rain upon the earth
that it should bring forth life: we praise you for the gift of water. We remember with thanksgiving
the many manifestations of your grace through the gift of water…

Litany of Repentance Water is both gift and right…yet so many of our brothers and sisters lack
access to it and suffer and die from its scarcity. Response: O God of mercy, forgive us, we pray;
For failing to honor the sacredness of water… For taking for granted its abundance… For
forgetting its essential nature for the sustenance of life… For thoughtlessly polluting our
waterways… For not calling others to awareness… For ignoring the desperate need of our
brothers and sisters around the globe… For failing to take concrete action to change ourselves
and our behaviors…

O Compassionate God, we seek forgiveness for our mindless use of water… we beg for wisdom
to know how to conserve and cherish it… we ask for healing for ourselves and our sister Earth.

Prayer B

Praying for Water– (From Creation Justice Ministries)

Creator God,
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We give you thanks for your creation and everything in it. Teach us to love and care for our
communities and neighbors, near and far.  Please help us to remember you and your gift of
water now and always. May we recognize the sacredness and holiness in all the earth’s water
and strive for care and protection.  Amen

Children’s Moment

Option A

Show a plant that is lacking water, that is wilting or brown.

Ask the children what they think the problem is. Ask them what plants need to live.

Have a child water the plant for you.

Discuss what/who else requires water to live (pets, animals, trees, plants, people)

Show a glass of dirty water. Since people require water for life, you have a glass of water to
drink. Ask who is thirsty and would like a drink.

Ask them why no one wants to drink this (dirty) water. Discuss the fact that all people, plants
and animals need clean water. Tell them about Living Waters for the World – a program that
helps people have access to good, clean water to drink and bathe.
(https://www.livingwatersfortheworld.org/?gclid=CjwKCAjw-e2EBhAhEiwAJI5jg9aHQn5QYR-u4c
VbBv7DJt2lvOH61e1vBpU2sRHJY0MR_0T0gZzSeRoCltsQAvD_BwE)

Pray: God, thank you for water so that all may live. We pray that every person, plant and animal
has access to clean, fresh water as you intended. Amen

Option B– (From Global Ministries)

Even when clean water is available, it often has to be carried a long way sometimes many
miles!  This activity introduces children and youth to the realities of water accessibility for many
children around the world.

Communion Meditation

Option A– share a personal story from your experience of being near a body of water and
experiencing joy, awe or peace.  As an option you can invite others in the congregation to
remember a moment they were near a natural body of water; an ocean, creek, river, or lake.  If
you have time you can invite them to share a word or sentence with people seated with them (or
in the zoom chat) about that moment.  Close by connecting these moments of the sacred to the
sacred water moments in the life of Jesus.  From womb, wave, and wounds Jesus was near
water, created by water and has been described as the Living Water.

… Words of institution

Option B– Share a baptismal story (your own or one you have witnessed)- What was the water
like?  How did the actual water impact your experience of this sacred moment?  … Words of
institution
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Option C- Take a look at your hands, notice your breathing, the ways your body is sitting or
standing.  You are made up of at least 50% water.  We are invited to this Table by the one who
offered everlasting water that quenches all thirst.   … Words of institution

Adult/Youth Education

Option A– (A Global Water Lesson from Global Ministries )

Together Watch “Flint the Poisoning of an American City”- Created by the Presbyterian Disaster
Assistance

http://www.flintpoisoning.org/

Study Guide is here-

https://pda.pcusa.org/site_media/media/uploads/pda/pdfs/flint_study_guide.pdf

Music:

● Wade in the Water African-American spiritual
● I’ve Got Peace Like a River African-American spiritual
● “Thirst For Life” by Ken Barker and Sam Dial lyrics and guitar chords
● “Once a Woman Seeking Water” by Carolyn Gillette lyrics

Benediction:

May you remember your baptism into love and blessing. May you know the flow of Red Sea
parted, the Jordan River Splashed so close that you are drenched in the truth that you are
beloved and liberated.  May each raindrop draw you closer to the sender of rain and each river
call you to move powerfully toward justice. Drop and Wave, stream and cloud: our God is as
close as the life flowing in our veins.  May you leave knowing that you are drenched in God’s
Grace inside and out.

Reflection/Action

1. It is a modern spiritual challenge to be truly present in our unique places. What do you
know about your home watershed, and what do you want to find out? Check out
www.epa.gov/surf and explore.

2. Visit and Protect Our Public Lands and Waters. The United States conserves a rich
system of public lands, waters, monuments, and historic sites that profoundly contribute
to sense of place. Gather and enjoy the cultural, historical, natural, and spiritual heritage
of the areas. Two powerful public policies that protect places are the Antiquities Act of
1906 and the Land and Water Conservation Fund.

3. Consider writing to Congress to express support for continued use these policies, for the
sake of future generations.

4. Consider organizing a waterway trash cleanup, or posting signs near drains that
encourage reverence for God’s gift of water.

5. Get to know your watershed in your region www.epa.gov/surf
6. Find water prayer and action resources www.creationjustice.org/water
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7. Water Resources- http://www.creationjustice.org/earth-day-2014—water-holy-water.html

[1] U.S. Geological Survey’s Water Science School, “What is a watershed?”
https://water.usgs.gov/edu/watershed.html.

Additional Resources

Seven Weeks for Water Series from The World Council of Churches (WCC) Ecumenical Water
Network

https://www.oikoumene.org/what-we-do/ecumenical-water-network#seven-weeks-for-water

World Water Day Images and Social Media from Creation Justice Ministries

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xuAIOd6uHiCTZqIRrro9ccD5OKlAOPBJ

Water Blessing Ideas from Creation Justice Ministries-

The water blessing is an activity that can be used to generate public awareness and gain
Christian torch bearer champions to light the way for others.  God has blessed us with clean
healthy water.  In turn, we can bless the water with loving care.

Suggestions

● Holding an event at a body of water
● Holding a church service with focus on water
● A Water Blessing Ceremony
● A Sacred Water Prayer circle

Other suggestions:

● Baptismal
● Placing a drop of Holy Water in another body of water
● A Water Prayer Vigil

(all can include water theme songs)

● Rivers of Living Water
● As the Deer
● Take me to the Water
● I Will Give You Water

Stepping into the Water- Rob Bell Podcast about worry, judgmentalism and Jesus’ Baptism

https://robbell.podbean.com/e/and-then-you-stepped-in-to-the-water/

Ryan the Rhino- a Robust Children’s curriculum from Green Anglicans
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http://www.greenanglicans.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/CARING-FOR-CREATION-RYAN-T
HE-RHINO.pdf

Walking Meditation – WATER

From your home or wherever you may be, go outside where you can be in contact with the
earth. Open your eyes to see above, below and all around you.

Look around the land that you are on. Breathe in the air that is always present for you and walk
for a minute or two as you look for a green leaf.

Once you find it, take it in your hand and observe the colors, hues and textures that are unique
to this particular subject.

Then break the leaf in half and press it into your hand.

Feel the moisture and perhaps the spread of moist color on your hand.

Water is present

NOW SLOWLY READ THE FOLLOWING BULLETED STATEMENTS AND REFLECT ON
EACH.

● Water came from this plant’s roots.

● Roots were fed by rain.

● Rain runs to the creeks,

To the rivers,

And eventually to the oceans.

● Energy from the sun causes water to evaporate.

● This invisible vapor rises to the atmosphere.

● The vapor condenses into clouds.
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● The clouds once again, shower Earth with water.

● What a miraculous circle of life God offers.

● Close your eyes, breathe naturally and be in the presence of the Divine and say…

● Beloved Creator of water, which quenches the thirst of all species, let me be conscious
of loving and protecting the water of life.

Stand or Sit in this place for a few moments and sense what your mind, body, and spirit are
experiencing at this time.

In your own way give thanks to God for this time.

Amen

Maureen Linneman 2021

“At the River Clarion” by Mary Oliver

I don’t know who God is exactly.

But I’ll tell you this.

I was sitting in the river named Clarion, on a water splashed stone

and all afternoon I listened to the voices of the river talking.

Whenever the water struck a stone it had something to say,

and the water itself, and even the mosses trailing under the water.

And slowly, very slowly, it became clear to me what they were saying.

Said the river I am part of holiness.

And I too, said the stone. And I too, whispered the moss beneath the water.

I’d been to the river before, a few times.

Don’t blame the river that nothing happened quickly.

You don’t hear such voices in an hour or a day.

You don’t hear them at all if selfhood has stuffed your ears.
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And it’s difficult to hear anything anyway, through all the traffic, the ambition.

If God exists he isn’t just butter and good luck.

He’s also the tick that killed my wonderful dog Luke.

Said the river: imagine everything you can imagine, then keep on going.

Imagine how the lily (who may also be a part of God) would sing to you if it could sing,

if you would pause to hear it.

And how are you so certain anyway that it doesn’t sing?

If God exists he isn’t just churches and mathematics.

He’s the forest, He’s the desert.

He’s the ice caps, that are dying.

He’s the ghetto and the Museum of Fine Arts.

He’s van Gogh and Allen Ginsberg and Robert Motherwell.

He’s the many desperate hands, cleaning and preparing their weapons.

He’s every one of us, potentially.

The leaf of grass, the genius, the politician, the poet.

And if this is true, isn’t it something very important?

Yes, it could be that I am a tiny piece of God, and each of you too, or at least

of his intention and his hope.

Which is a delight beyond measure.

I don’t know how you get to suspect such an idea.

I only know that the river kept singing.

It wasn’t a persuasion, it was all the river’s own constant joy

which was better by far than a lecture, which was comfortable, exciting, unforgettable.

Of course for each of us, there is the daily life.

Let us live it, gesture by gesture.

When we cut the ripe melon, should we not give it thanks?
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And should we not thank the knife also?

We do not live in a simple world.

There was someone I loved who grew old and ill

One by one I watched the fires go out.

There was nothing I could do

except to remember

that we receive

then we give back.

My dog Luke lies in a grave in the forest, she is given back.

But the river Clarion still flows from wherever it comes from

to where it has been told to go.

I pray for the desperate earth.

I pray for the desperate world.

I do the little each person can do, it isn’t much.

Sometimes the river murmurs, sometimes it raves.

Along its shores were, may I say, very intense cardinal flowers.

And trees, and birds that have wings to uphold them, for heaven’s sakes–

the lucky ones: they have such deep natures,

they are so happily obedient.

While I sit here in a house filled with books,

ideas, doubts, hesitations.

And still, pressed deep into my mind, the river

keeps coming, touching me, passing by on its

long journey, its pale, infallible voice

singing.

“At the River Clarion” by Mary Oliver, from Evidence: Poems, Beacon Press.
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Poem - “The Negro Speaks of Rivers”

BY LANGSTON HUGHES

I’ve known rivers:

I’ve known rivers ancient as the world and older than the flow of human blood in human veins.

My soul has grown deep like the rivers.

I bathed in the Euphrates when dawns were young.

I built my hut near the Congo and it lulled me to sleep.

I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it.

I heard the singing of the Mississippi when Abe Lincoln went down to New Orleans, and I’ve
seen its muddy bosom turn all golden in the sunset.

I’ve known rivers:

Ancient, dusky rivers.

My soul has grown deep like the rivers.
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3rd Quarter Resources
Read an update from our partners at the Lake Institute

July, August, September 2021

The third quarter installment of “Created to Be a Steward” features a focus on our financial
resources.  While quarters one and two examined less conventional but no less important
aspects of faithful stewardship (self-care and earth-care), the months of July, August, and
September will lead us to the more familiar territory of the relationship between money and
ministry.  Even if your stewardship emphasis will be later in the year (October/November), these
materials can still benefit your preparations.  You may even wish to adjust your future selections
from the lectionary, since these materials seek to approximate the cycle of prescribed texts.

It is no secret that in the United States and Canada, it takes money to make a mission happen.
With or without paid human resources and leadership; assets for the purchase of goods,
materials, travel, and logistics, are needed. Local ministries most often have buildings (and
associated expenses), staff (including compensation benefits), as well as administrative and
program delivery costs.   At the end of the day, we need financial resources, and it is very
helpful as a fiduciary best practice to have a reasonable estimate of what income we might
expect to support those future ministry efforts.

Many of us are looking for the traditional support of “annual campaign” materials to help move
us over the finish line.  We know from past experience that a well-run emphasis can clearly be
of help.  But understand this: nothing will supplant good biblical preaching and teaching that
demonstrates and affirms that stewardship is a spiritual practice.  It is one aspect of Christian
Discipleship which also includes worship, study, service, prayer, and faith sharing.  All of the
“campaigns” in the world with their engaging themes and technical prowess to connect your
givers to a donate button will ever be able to provide what comes from a person who knows
existentially they are a steward, and therefore their life’s mission is to engage in faithful and
generous practices that benefit the whole creation.

Therefore, we suggest a successful stewardship emphasis, concluding with an invitation to
commit financial resources to the on-going vision of the congregation, will always include
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education. We provide a couple of options with this material, including a bible study written by
Janet Long, (our contributor for the third quarter) based on the book of Ephesians (following the
lectionary cycle of semi-continuous readings), and a series of video bible studies by Bruce
Barkhauer.  Both can be adopted for “on-line” or “in-person” experiences.

The word “campaign” is really jargon that no longer serves us in the 21st century.   We
encourage you to spend some time with Janet’s introduction to these third quarter materials for
a closer examination of this idea.  As Janet explains, campaign is a loaded word, filled with
connotations that are not appropriate for this time and place.

In the church we are often tempted to substitute popular cultural terminology for theological
concepts, which is unfortunate.  Consider the narrative budget tool.  Churches, when presenting
a narrative style budget, will often title it as such: “First Christian Church Narrative Budget”,
when in fact it is a missional budget or at least “The Story of How We Live Out Our Vision”.
Even more simply stated, a narrative budget is meant to express this simple idea: “How Your
Financial Gifts Become Mission and Ministry”.

As the summer progresses, we will be adding articles from both researchers and practitioners
about how financial giving to sustain ministry is changing in the hybrid environment of worship
as a mixed experience (on-line and in-person).  What are the experts and those on the front-line
thinking they might attempt to do differently to acknowledge that the way we did things prior to
2021 won’t conform easily to a “nearly” post covid world?  How will we invite participation and
make it easy for people to respond when they are no longer simply sitting in the pews?  How
can a commitment made electronically still have the same sense of being a holy and spiritual
act when we are filling out an electronic form that is created by keystrokes and submitted via a
click on a donate button at our kitchen table instead of during a quite prayerful reflection in the
sanctuary and physically moving toward the altar to offer our gift?

The core materials for this unit feature worship and preaching resources for July 25, August 1,
and September 12, 2021, and a Bible Study on the Book of Ephesians that corresponds with
lectionary epistle readings from July 11 through August 22.  Whether or not you follow the
lectionary, these resources should prove useful to assist your congregation explore stewardship
as it relates to finances.

We hope these resources and these questions will be helpful in your continuing work to make
real the values and realities of the Realm of God.  Feel free to participate in the message
boards on our website that support this material – share what is working and what is not.  We
can learn from both failure and success.

Pastoral Reflections

We will be adding thoughts and comments of pastors as they prepare for an invitation to
stewardship and missional support in a post-Covid season of return and renewal.

Click here to follow. Add your own by sending them to bbarkhauer@disciples.org
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About our Contributor: The Reverend Doctor Janet Long

The Reverend Doctor Janet A. Long is the former
senior pastor of Washington Avenue Christian Church
in Elyria, Ohio, where she served from 1985 to 2018.
She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Bethany
College, a Master of Divinity degree and a Doctor of
Ministry Degree from Brite Divinity School, Fort Worth,
Texas. She is a past Moderator of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) and has served in
leadership positions on the denomination’s General
Board, Executive Committee, Audit Committee and
Ecumenical Relations Committee.  Additionally, during
her 40 years of pastoral ministry Janet served as a
member of the Christian Church Foundation Board of
Directors, the Board of Directors of the Pension Fund
of the Christian Church, and prior to her retirement,

served in various leadership positions of the Ohio Region of the Christian Church.  She is a
highly regarded and sought-after teacher, preacher, and community leader and currently serves
part-time as a Generosity Coach for the Center for Faith and Giving.  She and her husband,
retired Army Colonel Dan Clark, live in Elyria, Ohio.

Introduction

IDEAS FOR A “NOT-QUITE-POST-PANDEMIC” INVITATION TO STEWARDSHIP

First, let’s quit calling it a “campaign”.  That word can elicit images of politics or war.  That word
minimizes or negates the faith and discipleship that are represented in the practice of
stewardship.  Let’s try “invitation”, as in inviting people to experience a closer relationship with
Christ.  A conversation about semantics may be the best place to start.  What motivates your
giving spirit?

That giving spirit is in your DNA.  To be created in the image of God brings with it a penchant for
grace and generosity.  If “God so loved the world that God gave”, then we, too, are designed to
be givers.  “The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control.”  The Spirit’s fruit is singular:  We are graced with the whole list,
including generosity.

The invitation, then, is to find ways to unleash that inherent generosity.  Reminding people that
they aregenerous is a good starting point.  Helping people discover how they can grow in
generosity is that part of discipleship we refer to as stewardship.  It involves use of financial
resources, ways of spending time, commitment to relationships, care of the earth, and
development of abilities.

“Where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.”  Jesus invites his followers to invest in a
vision of love and compassion.  While we think that we naturally will spend money and time and
energy in a way that follows the heart, we often succumb to peer pressure or advertising
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pressure instead of seeking to reflect the values we hold most sacred.  We sacrifice the eternal
for the temporal/temporary.

Rather than reminding people of the toll the pandemic has taken on church finances or the
importance of funding a church budget, consider telling stories of your congregation’s
faithfulness to its mission and ministry.  Ask for single-sentence expressions of gratitude for
what the church means and share them widely.  Invite a few growing and mature stewards to
share their journeys with the congregation.

These written notes and spoken stories can become part of the offering during worship services.
Whether experienced in person or online, the sense of community needs to be awakened.  Brief
emails or video clips describing the difference the church is making is a way of including
everyone.  Expressing gratitude for gifts received by the church is an important practice in each
Sunday’s time of offering.

Acknowledging that gifts are made online, through the mail, dropped off, put in an offering plate
(or other pandemic-friendly receptacle), via automatic withdrawal, or by way of legacy gifts
reminds the congregation of the myriad ways that giving can occur.  The same plethora of
options can be made available when it comes time to gather the annual commitments made by
the congregation.

What would it look like to invite people into a more faithful expression of stewardship?  Rather
than focusing on the needs of the church, what if the focus were on the need of the giver to
grow in discipleship?  Instead of asking for a commitment to help underwrite the church budget,
with materials provided to build a case, what if a lovely invitation were extended with an
enclosed commitment card as an RSVP?

Elevating stewardship to the celebration of sharing in the life of a generous faith community
involves an invitation to a life of growing generosity for everyone.  Sure, budget projections must
be made available—with both numerical and narrative explanations.  But the invitation to share
in God’s work of transforming the values of this world is the true gift.  And our hearts will
follow…

The Resources

WORSHIP RESOURCES FOR 7/25/21:

(Ninth Sunday after Pentecost)

Call to Worship (based on Ephesians 3:14-19)

Leader:  Every family in heaven and earth takes its name from God.

People: Every person is a precious and beloved child of God.

Leader:  May we be strengthened through the power of God’s Spirit,

People: and may Christ dwell in our hearts through faith.
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Leader:  May we be rooted and grounded in love

People: and may we be filled with all the fullness of God.

Invocation (based on Ephesians 3:20-21)

God of heaven and earth, thank you for creating us in your image and making us a family with
all of your children. We seek to be responsive to the needs of others and to show kindness and
compassion in all things. You are the power at work within us to accomplish abundantly far more
than all we can ask or imagine. To you be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus to all
generations, forever and ever.  Amen.

Hymn suggestions

“Praise My Soul, the God of Heaven” (Chalice Hymnal, #23)

“Pues Si Vivimos (When We Are Living)” (Chalice Hymnal, #536)

“O for a World” (Chalice Hymnal, #683)

“Like a child” (Chalice Hymnal, #133)

“Holy Spirit, Truth Divine” (Chalice Hymnal, #241)

The Call to Give of Ourselves

The practice of sharing is expected of us from a young age.  Through our chubby clenched fists
and our mantra of “mine”, we are encouraged to open our hands and our hearts to offer what we
have to a sibling or a friend.  In the name of our Brother Jesus, we are called to see all humanity
as our siblings and to treat others as our friends.  The giving of our offerings is an expression of
God’s love at work in us.

Offering Prayer (based on the hymn, “Take My Gifts”, Chalice Hymnal, #381

Take my gifts and let me love you, God who first of all loved me.  Now because your love has
touched me, I have love to give away.  Take whatever I can offer–gifts that I have yet to find,
skills that I am slow to sharpen, talents of the hand and mind, things made beautiful for others in
the place where I must be:  take my gifts and let me love you, God who first of all loved me.
Amen.

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE

By Janet Long

A Sermon for Pentecost +9 – 7/25/21                                                          John 6:1-21

Today’s scriptures remind us of a truth we know well: Some things never change.

Some of those things that never change are detrimental to the life we share as a human family.
The psalmist points out the corruption, the abominable deeds and the lack of doing good of the
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godless. The lament goes on to point out that going astray, being perverse and doing evil are
not acceptable in God’s sight.  Those who are not wise are accused of eating up God’s people
as they eat bread and of not calling upon the Lord. It’s a stern warning, indeed, for people of
every time and place.

Some of those things that never change are beneficial to the life we share as a human family.
Several of those truths are clear in John’s telling of the feeding of the 5,000.  So important in the
recounting of Jesus’ ministry, all four gospels include the feeding of the 5,000; Matthew and
Mark add a very similar story in which Jesus feeds 4,000.  Six stories in all record Jesus’
feeding of 28,000!

Some things never change: Everybody needs to eat. Jesus raised a hypothetical question with
Philip: “Where are we to buy bread for these people to eat?”  With a plan already in mind, he
was testing one of his disciples.  Philip didn’t answer the question directly.  He answered the
question that had stymied him: “Six months’ wages would not buy enough bread for each of
them to get a little.”

Some things never change: All too often, when we disciples are called to address a need, we
respond with lack of money as an excuse, an obstacle, to mission. We lose the focus of our
faith—to love and serve from our doorsteps to the ends of the earth.

But some things never change: Kids have some of the biggest hearts.  Two stories about two
kids and two causes close to the heart of many in the church…

Last Sunday, a boy some of you know named Jacob was in church while here visiting his
grandparents.  He heard of the plight of the children and youth served by Cleveland Christian
Home.  And he decided to do something about it.  He had received a belated birthday card
containing a $10 bill.  Jake gave the entire amount to help his “other family”.

And, just the day before yesterday, Jake’s sister Kaitlyn decided to host a lemonade stand to
raise money to help Camp Christian with its financial predicament.  Eight hours later, she had
raised $94.58—and had plans for another sale of donuts, coffee and orange juice next week.

A big-hearted kid was part of the big picnic described in John’s gospel.  Andrew reported,
“There is a boy here who has five barley loaves and two fish.  But what are they among so
many people?”

Instead of saying, “I’ll show you”, Jesus said, “Make the people sit down.”  And, maybe – just
maybe – the miracle that day was that the sharing done by one child opened the hearts of
everyone else and they began sharing what they had.

Will we be inspired to generosity by Jacob’s giving the entirety of that birthday gift, by Kate’s
efforts, by kids’ coins rattling around in a jar that will be given to change other kids’ lives for the
better, and by a boy who shared his lunch?

Some things never change.  But the kids touched by the ministries of Cleveland Christian
Home, Camp Christian and this congregation are not among them.
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Some things never change: Jesus still cares that everyone in the world has enough to eat.  The
psalmist responds to those who confound the needs of the poor by saying, “the Lord is their
refuge.”  Jesus still cares that everyone in the world has enough to eat.  Jesus still calls his
disciples to give people something to eat—to bless them with fresh bread and with clean water.
If we care a whit about Jesus, we have to care about the poor and hungry, for whom he
exemplified an extra measure of care and grace.

Some things never change: The God of abundance is a God of miracles.  There is not simply
enough; there is more than enough.  In the six stories of Jesus feeding the multitudes, there are
leftovers galore.  That’s what happens when love motivates us to give: There are leftovers
galore, for, according to Jesus, “the measure you give will be the measure you get back.”

The preacher is encouraged to substitute similar stories about kids’ efforts to help other kids,
through ministries supported by the congregation.

WORSHIP RESOURCES FOR 8/1/21:  (Tenth Sunday after Pentecost)

Call to Worship (based on Ephesians 4:1-6)

Leader:  We are to lead lives worthy of the calling to which we have been called,

People: with all humility and gentleness, with patience, bearing with one another in
love.

Leader:  There is one body and one Spirit,

People:  one Lord, one faith, one baptism,

Leader:  one God of all,

People: who is above all and through all and in all.

Invocation (based on Ephesians 4:11-16)

Thank you, God, for the gifts you bestow in order to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for
building up the body of Christ.  We pray to come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of
your Son, to maturity, to the measure of the full stature of Christ.  May we speak the truth in
love, grow up in every way into Christ and build up the church in love.  We pray in the name of
our Teacher and Savior.  Amen.

Hymn Suggestions

“You Servants of God” (Chalice Hymnal, #110)

“Jesus Loves Me!” (Chalice Hymnal, #113)

“Help Us Accept Each Other” (Chalice Hymnal, #487)

“Eat This Bread” (Chalice Hymnal, #414)
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“They’ll Know We Are Christians” (Chalice Hymnal, #494)

The Call to Give of Ourselves (“For God’s Gifts” by Howard Thurman – CH, #591)

To be used responsively with the singing of “Kum ba Yah”

O Holy God, open unto me

light for my darkness, courage for my fear, hope for my despair.

Kum ba yah, my Lord, kum ba yah! (first musical phrase)

O loving God, open unto me

wisdom for my confusion, forgiveness for my sins, love for my hate.

Kum ba yah, my Lord, kum ba yah! (second musical phrase)

O God of peace, open unto me

peace for my turmoil, joy for my sorrow, strength for my weakness.

Kum ba yah, my Lord, kum ba yah! (third musical phrase)

O Generous God, open my heart to receive all your gifts.

O Lord, kum ba yah!

Offering Prayer

Generous God, you have opened your heart to us and given us all your gifts.  May we open our
hearts to share all your gifts with all your children.  O Lord, come by here, we pray in the name
of Jesus the Christ.  Amen.

CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION

By Janet Long

A Sermon for Pentecost +10 – 8/1/21                                                            John 6:24-35

With a name like Sellery — even if it isn’t spelled like the vegetable, we shouldn’t be surprised
that Pastor David Sellery writes about “the Jesus Diet”.  It’s a memorable approach to today’s
scripture reading in which Jesus attempts to refocus the perspective of those who are following
him — actually, hounding him might be more like it.

“The Jesus Diet” is all about healthy choices by making a lifetime commitment that guarantees
results. That’s because it comes with a personal trainer.  Jesus is with us every step of the way:
feeding us, leading us, guiding our every move.
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In this week’s gospel, it’s the day after Jesus multiplied the loaves and fishes.  The crowd thinks
they’ve caught the gravy train and they don’t want it to end.  After some probing, they put in their
order:  Give us a sign to believe in you.  How about a regular diet of manna raining from
heaven?  Jesus seizes on their opening to explain who he is and why he’s here: I am the bread
of life.  Whoever comes to me will never be hungry, and whoever believes in me will never be
thirsty.

Jesus is not promising an endless buffet of material goodies.  He is offering himself as the
spiritual food that will fill our deepest needs.  The invitation to never be hungry and thirsty again
moves us from following him — or, as is the case sometimes, hounding him — to consuming
him.

You’ve known kids whose only food preferences are nothing but junk: Doritos, Oreos, fast food.
Vegetables are eaten only when a bribe is offered.  Meat must be cut into miniscule pieces and
the number of required bites involves a major negotiating session.

A lot of Christians deal with their lives of faith in much the same way.  They are spiritually picky.
They choose only that which is known, that which goes down easily, that which leaves a good
taste in their mouths, that which does not require them to rearrange their priorities or to forsake
too many of their preferences and appetites.  That pickiness allows for turning up one’s nose at
the call to sacrifice and service, the call to tithe and to trust, the call to believe and be saved.

Jesus said to them, “Do not work for the food that perishes, but for the food that endures for
eternal life.”

This command could be loosely translated, ‘The business of living is not to get ahead of others,
but to get ahead of ourselves.’

We need to get ahead of ourselves and our desires to surround ourselves with that which does
not satisfy.  We need to ask ourselves the difficult questions and to reorder our priorities to
reflect our belief in Christ as our ultimate value.

You know your own penchant for junk: It may actually be food—especially going out to eat; it
may be clothes, or cars or collectibles; it may be entertainment or sports; it may be a stash of
cash, a portfolio of stocks and IRAs, or a handful of lottery tickets.

What we think will make us happy never does.  We get hungry again—for another meal in a
brand-new restaurant, for the newest fashion, or car model, or item that’s just come onto the
market, for the latest gizmo or gadget, for more investments or another try at the lottery jackpot.

Don’t settle for that.  Instant gratification and conspicuous consumption may be telltale signs of
the times in which we live, but they do not have to be, and should not be, telltale signs of the life
of those who follow Jesus Christ — who seek to consume him and to be consumed by his love
for God and for the world.

We are here to continue God’s work in the world.  We are here to share the Bread of Life with a
world that is starving for love.  It’s a tall order.  But we have a personal trainer to show us the
way.
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Stay close to Jesus.  Follow his lead in prayer and through scripture, in worship and through
communion.  “For the bread of God is that which comes down from heaven and gives life to the
world.”  That life is eternal, beginning now.  So, instead of allowing ourselves to be consumed by
that which does not satisfy, may our consumption of Jesus, the bread of life, be
conspicuous–very conspicuous indeed…

WORSHIP RESOURCES FOR 9/12/21:  (Sixteenth Sunday after Pentecost)

Call to Worship and Invocation (from Psalm 19)

Leader:   The heavens are telling the glory of God;

People:   the firmament proclaims God’s handiwork.

Leader: Day to day pours forth speech,

People: and night to night declares knowledge.

Leader: There is no speech, nor are there words, their voice is not heard;

People: yet their voice goes out through all the earth, and their words to the  end of the
world.

Unison: Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable to
you, O Lord, my rock and my redeemer.  Amen.

Hymn suggestions

“Sing Them Over Again to Me” (Chalice Hymnal, #323)

“Jesus Calls Us O’er the Tumult” (Chalice Hymnal, #337)

“Take My Gifts” (Chalice Hymnal, #381)

“God, Whose Giving Knows No Ending” (Chalice Hymnal, #606)

“Some There Are Who by Their Living” (Chalice Hymnal, #648)

The Call to Give of Ourselves

“Jesus loves me, this I know, for the Bible tells me so.”  That love is deep and abiding,
unconditional and eternal.  Responding to that love leads us to a path of discipleship, which
includes the stewardship of giving.  When we love someone, we want to give them the desires
of their heart.  Jesus desires our hearts.  He tells us, “Where your treasure is, there your heart
will be also.”  To use our treasure in ways that show our love for Jesus brings us closer to him
and brings the realm of God closer to us.  May we give with loving and grateful hearts…

Offering Prayer (“A Prayer for Shedding Pretenses” by Miriam Therese Winter)
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O God of a Thousand Faces,

who sees through all our pretenses

to that silent, secret space within

where our true spirit sojourns,

Prune away the duplicities that mask our best intentions

and all those quick defenses that disguise who we really are.

Open us up to you and to all who would touch the truth of our being,

so all may see the integrity of lives given over to you,

now and forever.  Amen.

THE WORTH OF WORDS

By Janet Long

A Sermon for Pentecost +16 – 9/12/21                                         Psalm 19; Mark 8:27-38

“Do you promise to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?” I
do.

Our country’s justice system hinges on the worth of those words.

“Do you take this person to be your spouse, to have and to hold from this day forward, for better,
for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, until death do you part?” I do.

Our personal commitments hinge on the worth of our words.

“Do you believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living God, and do you accept him as
your personal Lord and Savior and proclaim him Lord and Savior of the world?” I do.

Our faith covenants hinge on the worth of our words.

As one who seeks to proclaim the word of scripture and the Word made flesh and living among
us, I believe in the ultimate worth of the Word–and the everyday worth of words.

The worth of words in creation is affirmed in today’s Psalm: The heavens are telling the glory of
God; and the firmament proclaims God’s handiwork.  Day to day pours forth speech, and night
to night declares knowledge.  There is no speech, nor are there words, their voice is not heard;
yet their voice goes out through all the earth, and their words to the end of the world.

The Psalm ends with a prayer that should guide every word that passes our lips:  Let the words
of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable to you, O Lord, my rock and my
redeemer.
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The reading from the book of Proverbs prescribed for today follows the theme: Wisdom cries
out in the street; in the squares she raises her voice.  At the busiest corner she cries out; at the
entrance of the city gates she speaks:  “How long, O simple ones, will you love being simple?
How long will scoffers delight in their scoffing and fools hate knowledge?  Give heed to my
reproof; I will pour out my thoughts to you; I will make my words known to you.” Are we being
simple and scoffing–or listening and heeding?

The day’s epistle reading from James follows suit: …the tongue is a fire.  With it we bless the
Lord…and with it we curse those who are made in the likeness of God.  From the same mouth
come blessing and cursing.  My brothers and sisters, this ought not to be so.

According to Mark’s gospel, Jesus questions his disciples–first about the words others are using
to describe him–and then who they say that he is.  And the follow-up questions should ring
constantly in the ears of those who would follow him: “If any want to become my followers, let
them deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me.  For those who want to save their
life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake, and for the sake of the gospel, will save
it.  For what will it profit them to gain the whole world and forfeit their life?  Indeed, what can
they give in return for their life?”

Are you saving your life by losing your life–a bit at a time–for Jesus’ sake and for the sake of the
gospel?  It happens by losing minutes and hours in service to others–visiting the lonely, feeding
the hungry, listening to the troubled.  It happens through words of kindness and encouragement,
hospitality offered at dinner tables in soup kitchens and your own kitchen, prayers said at the
communion table and at a bedside.

Saving your life by losing your life–a bit at a time–for Jesus’ sake and for the sake of the gospel
also happens by giving of the resources with which you’ve been entrusted.  One wise steward
made the comment that money is “minted self”.  It reflects efforts spent working diligently and
managing carefully.  Money represents our efforts.  But money doesn’t reflect our net worth.
Jesus makes it clear that he offers abundant and eternal life.  And we cannot reach out to him
when we are holding onto our resources with clenched fists.

If someone looked at your checkbook entries and your debit and credit card statements, would
they see someone holding on for dear life — or someone losing their life for Jesus’ sake and the
sake of the gospel?  The worth of your words professing to follow Christ calls for a financial
investment.  The biblical standard is the tithe–10% of one’s resources.  I’ve known people who
wouldn’t get started on the journey of tithing because they didn’t know if the 10% was meant to
be before or after taxes.  It doesn’t matter.  What does matter is that you take the first step on
the journey.  That first step may involve figuring out what part of your resources you are giving
now.  And then setting a goal to increase that number.  That first step may take you down a
different path–not of percentages, necessarily, but of perspective.  Is your giving relative to your
standard of living?  Is your giving relevant to your life as a disciple?  Is your giving
representative of your commitment to Christ?

The kind of stewardship represented by Jesus’ call to save your life by losing your life for his
sake and the sake of the gospel moves beyond a fair share or even a consideration of the
church’s needs.  It moves to an approach to life where the goal is giving your life–including your
money–away, for Jesus’ sake and the sake of the gospel.
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Jesus extends an invitation to us to invest in eternity.  The worth of those words knows no
bounds…

A BRIEF STUDY OF EPHESIANS

Corresponding with the lectionary epistle readings for July 11 through August 22;  designed for a
Church School class, a Disciples Women’s circle, a men’s group, a youth fellowship, or an
intergenerational Bible study

Week One

Read Ephesians 1:3-14.

Reflect on the following questions and share your responses with one another:

● What spiritual blessings have you received? embraced? shunned?
● What might it mean to be chosen “to be holy and blameless before God in

love”?
● How do you feel about being destined for adoption as a child of God?
● How do you show gratitude for receiving “the riches of God’s grace”

lavished upon you?
● How do you understand the “mystery of God’s will…to gather up all things

(things in heaven and things on earth)”?
● How do your priorities demonstrate that you are living for “the praise of   God’s glory” in

response to the inheritance you have received in Christ?  What changes do you need to
make?

Week Two

Read Ephesians 2:11-22.

Reflect on the following questions and share your responses with one another:

● We are living in a time of hostility and division (somewhat similar to the time in which the
letter to the Ephesians was written).  How might Christ use us to break down the dividing
wall of hostility between us and make peace?

● How/When/Where do you experience the peace of Christ?
● How do you share the peace of Christ with others?
● How would you describe the experience of belonging (“you are no longer strangers and

aliens, but citizens with the saints and also members of the household of God”)?
● What can you do to include others more fully?
● How are you reminded of the truth that Christian discipleship is communal, not individual

(“built together spiritually into a dwelling place for God”)?

Week Three

Read Ephesians 3:14-21

Reflect on the following questions and share your responses with one another:
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● Do you feel “strengthened in your inner being with power” through God’s Spirit? (Please
be as specific as you are able.)

● How are you being “rooted and grounded in love”?
● Who do you rely on to give you roots and keep you grounded?
● When have you sensed the “breadth and length and height and depth” of Christ’s love

for you?
● How is it possible to comprehend the “love of Christ that surpasses knowledge”?

Week Four

Read Ephesians 4:1-16.

Reflect on the following questions and share your responses with one another:

● The writer encourages the reader to “lead a life worthy of the calling to which you have
been called”.  Who encourages you to lead the life to which Christ calls you?  How is
your journey going?

● The way we are called to live is “with humility and gentleness, with patience, bearing with
one another in love, making every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
peace.”  Whose life is an example to you of these characteristics?  How are you seeking
to live into this call in your own life?

● What gift of those found in Ephesians 4:11-12 would you identify in yourself?  How about
the others in your group?

● What examples can you give of “building up the body of Christ”?
● What experience do you have of “speaking the truth in love”?
● How are you growing up into Christ?

Week Five

Read Ephesians 4:25-5:2.

Reflect on the following questions and share your responses with one another:

● How do you respond to the practical suggestions (some would say “rules”)
for living a new life in Christ?

● What is your reaction to the reason given for working?  (“Thieves must give up stealing;
rather let them labor and work honestly with their own hands, so as to have something to
share with the poor.”)

● How do you share with the poor?
● How have you experienced words being “useful for building up”?
● When have your words given “grace to those who hear”?
● What steps can you take to follow the last two verses of chapter 4 and to “be imitators of

God, as beloved children, and live in love…”?

Week Six

Read Ephesians 5:15-20.

Reflect on the following questions and share your responses with one another:
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● How do you respond to the advice to “Be careful then how you live…”?
● Who is the most grateful person you know?  How can you tell?
● How might you go about “giving thanks to God at all times and for everything in the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ”?
● How can you “be filled with the Spirit” (instead of some substitute)?

Read Ephesians 6:10-20.

Reflect on the following questions and share your responses with one another:

● Putting on “the whole armor of God” is a reference to your baptism. Short of wearing a
baptismal robe, how can you “wear” your baptism?

● How and when do you pray?
● How do you keep alert to the leading of the Spirit?
● How do you live gratefully and generously for the gospel?

A STANDARD OF LIVING or A STANDARD OF GIVING?

A Conversation about Money

Let’s start with a few questions:

● What is your first memory of money?
● What is/was your parents’ approach to money?
● What was your first job?  Were you happy with what you were paid?
● What is your first memory of giving an offering?

What‘s your “money personality”?

● Spender:  Money is the way to have what I want.  Focus: today.
● Saver:  Money is the route to the goal of wealth accumulation.  Focus: future.
● Servant:  Money represents potential blessings for others in Jesus’ name.

Focus: eternity.

The vast majority of Americans are spenders.  A smaller number are savers.  A very few are
servants.  Are you satisfied with your money personality or would you rather be in a different
category?

Ron Blue, a pioneer of Christian financial advising, tells the story of a couple he was helping
that made $85,000 per year.  He challenged them to give away one million dollars in their
lifetimes—and they thought he was crazy!  But they couldn’t shake the thought.  When Ron ran
into them decades later, they excitedly told him that they had indeed given one million dollars
away…three times!  It had become much more fun for them to track cumulative giving than to
track net worth.

I know a couple who were challenged by the concept of 50/50 giving.  The idea came from the
1960’s when Disciples congregations were challenged to use half of their income for local
operating expenses, while designating the other half for outreach causes.  This couple tries to
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live on half of their income, while giving the other half to charity.  This same couple also set up a
reverse tithe for any unexpected income: They give 90% of any windfalls away and keep 10%
for something special for themselves.  Also, thanks to last year’s tax incentives, they gave away
over 100% of their adjusted gross income.  While they don’t have lots of money, they have
found lots of joy through giving.  They claim to be rich in the deepest sense of the word.

This experience bears witness to this truth: “No matter how much or how little money you have
flowing through your life, when you direct that flow with soulful purpose, you feel wealthy.  You
feel vibrant and alive when you use your money in a way that represents you, not just as a
response to the market economy, but also as an expression of who you are.  When you let your
money move to things you care about, your life lights up.  That’s really what money is for.” (“The
Soul of Money” by Lynne Twist)

For more, check this out–“God and Money: How We Discovered True Riches at Harvard
Business School” by Greg Baumer and John Cortines.

Support the Center For Faith and Giving

These resources are provided free of charge to support the work of ministries in local
congregations. Your generous gifts make this possible, and so we ask you to consider a making
a gift today.
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4th Quarter Resources
Contributed by Rev. Dr. Mike Hunter

By limiting our own understanding of stewardship as pertaining only to money, we fail to
comprehend its power to change not only us, but the world. – Bruce Barkhauer

INTRODUCTION

When we invited Mike Hunter to offer thoughts for the last quarter of 2021, we agreed that our
emphasis should be on the expression of stewardship as faith sharing/evangelism.  As stewards
of the “many colored graces of God'', we are called to share all of our gifts, including the gift of
the gospel itself.  In a season where we feel the heightened tensions of divison in our country,
the shifting of the mechanics of  “doing” church in the midst of a pandemic, and a general sense
of frustration/helplessness to fix the “big issues” of our day, it is a good time to remember that
we are a people of hope.

The identity statement of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) is “To be a movement for
wholeness in a fragmented world”.  If this is who we understand ourselves to be, then this is
clearly our time!  The Center for Faith and Giving deeply believes that holistic stewardship
grounded in the biblical witness addresses more than money, but also the “big issues”such as
climate change, racism, poverty, war, and the negative impact of the concentration of wealth
among a tiny fraction of people (half of the world’s wealth belongs to 1% of the global
population).

The scriptures address all of these things and sets before us in the first chapter of Genesis that
our existential identity is that of a steward.  It is not only who we are created to be, but what we
are created to do.  To be created in the image of God is to be charged with ruling in the world
the way that God rules in the cosmos – for the benefit of all that has been created.  This means
that our faith calls us to care for the earth, to care for one another, and to value each living thing
as God values them. It means to keep the resources flowing because the world was created
with enough to sustain life.  Our calling is to preserve life, not destroy it; to move resources
where they are most needed, not hoard them in our own fear of scarcity.

We find the security to share not only from an awareness that there is “enough” – an abundance
that reminds us we can work six days but have “enough” provision for seven, but in the Divine
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affirmation that says “I delight in what I have made” (it was all “very good”!).  We have the
sustaining love of God which is more powerful even than death itself.  This is the news that we
are stewards of – the very heart and hope of the gospel.  In times of brokenness we are called
to introduce people to a God of wholeness.  Stewardship therefore means sharing our faith.
These meditations are meant to guide our thinking in the last quarter of the year to remind us
that church is not transactional, but transformative.

Notes on the Fourth Quarter Resources:

Mike was gracious enough to produce four months of reflections rather than just three!  Rather
than have these overlap with the end of the third quarter resources, we decided to hold them
back and make them available as background materials.  We encourage you to read the notes
for September and to consider how carefully Rev Hunter has utilized his grounding thoughts
around 1 Peter 4:10-11 to organize his offering to us.

This is not a pre packaged program designed to take out of the box and run for 4-6 weeks.  This
is material for reflection meant to tease out questions for the church leader and members about
how we share and what we share about our faith. How are we inviting others into a relationship,
rather than a membership with the church.

Some of you may be looking for more traditional resources for financial campaigns.  We have
those elsewhere on our website.  Our recommendation is to look at materials we created for
2020 if you want worship and preaching resources and an outline for moving to a financial
commitment Sunday. Faithful, Hopeful, Loving includes modifications for hybred worship, which
given the rise of the Delta variant of COVID 19 as these materials are being released, may be
more beneficial to you. The materials are free.

About our Contributor

Rev. Mike Hunter has been involved in
ministry in the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) beginning in 1978, and was
ordained by Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) in 1995. Mike has served Disciple
congregations in Lufkin (78-92; 2000-09)
and Tyler (92-2000) and Midland
(2009-2021) in times of numerical and
spiritual growth.

In 31 years of ministry in East Texas, Mike
has championed numerous building
programs, congregational growth

programs and pastored a congregation that served as a shelter for the evacuees of three
hurricanes!  Katrina, Rita, and Ike.

Mike is a certified/degreed educator and has additional distinction as a “CCA Fellow” (Certified
Church Administrator) with the National Association of Church Business Administrators
(NACBA) and The Church Network.
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Regional Committee on Ministry for the Christian Church in the Southwest and was elected as
chair of this group for a four-year term in 2019-2022.

Mike has extended continuing education in preaching, program development and stewardship.
Mike has written stewardship materials and led stewardship workshops for local congregations.

He is the creator of a resource for small to medium size congregations for administrative
ministry coaching.  Mike speaks and leads workshops across the country.  Mike recently joined
as a consultant with the Center for Healthy Churches.

In May, 2021, Mike accepted a call to First Christian Church, Houston, as Transitional Senior
Minister.

Mike is married to Enid Hunter, an accomplished double reed soloist and recently retired
elementary music educator. They have two married daughters.  Most importantly our two girls
have both made us grandparents, in 4 ways:  Cadence, Oden, Zoey and Xander!   Mike and
Enid love RV camping and enjoy the southwest and the mountains.

1 Peter 4:10-11

10Like good stewards of the manifold grace of God, serve one another with whatever gift each of
you has received. 11Whoever speaks must do so as one speaking the very words of God;
whoever serves must do so with the strength that God supplies, so that God may be glorified in
all things through Jesus Christ. To him belong the glory and the power for ever and ever. Amen.

September

Serve one another with whatever gift each of you has received.

October

Whoever speaks must do so as one speaking the very words of God…

November

Whoever serves must do so with the strength that God supplies…

December

So that God may be glorified in all things through Jesus Christ.

Do the background work.

Stewardship and giving is usually the greatest unexplored area for churches and clergy.
Nonprofits, Universities, and hospitals have a far better understanding of potential than
churches.

Clergy:  Get to know the executive director of one of our community’s first-rate nonprofits to visit
with you about how they do fund-raising and how they relate to their donors.
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First quarter 2021 studies show an increase to giving.[1] Is an increase your experience?

How too many of us communicate giving:

I get frustrated reading newsletters of church after church that tell me how the men’s group is
going to have breakfast on Saturday and the women are going to have a bazaar next Thursday
and the youth will have a dance next Friday after the ball game.  Then over in the corner,
usually separated by a bold line so that it stands out, I see financial statistics, which usually
indicate that a certain amount was needed, and a lesser amount was received, and that there is
a deficit of something, with a quote underneath, “God loves a cheerful giver.”  I want to ask…”
what have I got to be cheerful about?”[2]

[1] https://www.thenonprofittimes.com/donors/study-first-quarter-2021-fundraising-beat-2020/

[2] Not Your Parents’ Offering Plate, J. Clif Christopher, page 12.

September

Serve one another with whatever gift each of you has received.

Serve one another…

…with whatever gift each of you have received.

September 5

Labor Day weekend.  Not exactly the high attendance moment in the life of the church.  Not the
best time to launch something new.  Most savvy churches either start their fall program push
when schools resume, earlier and earlier in August for most, or the church delays the start until
after Labor Day three-day weekend clears.

Labor Day.  Pay attention to all the labor gifts we too often take for granted.  Servers in
restaurants, for example.  Think about the last time.  Do you remember your server’s name?
Recall something of their personality?

How you treat a waiter says a lot about your leadership. Cameron Brooks

Matthew 20:25-28

25But Jesus called them to him and said, ‘You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over
them, and their great ones are tyrants over them. 26It will not be so among you; but whoever
wishes to be great among you must be your servant, 27and whoever wishes to be first among
you must be your slave; 28just as the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to
give his life a ransom for many.’

How does your giving serve?
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Think of the restaurant metaphor.  The table and the people at it, are the world.  We, you, and I,
are the waitstaff and we are inviting them to God’s banquet of love and grace.

September 12

What we are is God’s gift to us

What we become is our gift to God. Eleanor Powell

In his book Be Known for Something, my friend Mark MacDonald talks about Discover Your
Thread.[1]

The Thread is what you should be known for.  Not some mission statement in a document no
one reads.  Not some past preacher’s slogan they brought with them and applied it to you, and
you accepted it out of courtesy.

But what are you?  What is your DNA?  What would disappear from your community if your
church ceased to be?  Simple.  1-5 words.  Memorable.  Emotionally charged.  Benefit driven,
from your audience’s perspective.

Don’t know it?  Don’t have it?  Don’t know how to find it?  Threads are developing all around you
in real time. GoFundMe is a great example.  Tragic fire happens in a community, and someone
launched GoFundMe.  A small town in the Midwest sees an injustice and with no desire for
attention puts donation buckets by every cash register in the area.  J.J. Watt sees his city
destroyed in Hurricane Harvey and helps to raise millions of dollars and leads by example in the
process.  The Human Society runs a 30-second add explaining its mission with few words,
makes it memorable, emotional, benefit driven.  And it does well.

What is your congregation’s thread?  Take the time this fall to process your thread uniquely for
your congregation.  Bring it to life with short sharing that our previous generations might have
called “testimonies”. Week of Compassion does this well.  So do several of our special offerings
designations.

But what is your thread, Christian Church, Somewhere, America?

And what if we all shared those threads with each other?  Let’s be known for that!

September 19

Everyone has a gift, some even several. What is yours? How are you using it?

Clarkie was born into the depression era.  Never left her small county seat hometown.  Lifelong
Disciple.  She had a small two chair beauty shop in the back property of her modest home.
Capacity to give in modern financial terms was never her gift.  Her gift was the giving of herself.
Mostly measured in pies.

Pies. Coconut and chocolate. Meringue piled high. Crust from scratch.

Every birth of a child into the congregation.  Pie.  Every death.  Pie.  Graduation.  Pie.  Surgery
or other hospital stay.  Pie and pie.
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It was such a personal gift.  Not picked up in the bakery isle, it was hand crafted.  Hours in the
making.  Not only did it taste to die for, but everyone also cherished it because it was not just
pie, it was Clarkie giving a part of herself.  She came to sit with you at your table.  She offered
herself to you in a way that you ingested her goodness into your very life.

Every Sunday when I come to the table, I think of the loaf and cup in just those personal ways.
The memorial gift is how we ingest the loaf and cup.  We should see our gifts in just that way.
Perhaps you have the capacity to make a significant financial gift, perhaps you have a voice that
when you sing inspires all who hear, maybe yours is sneaking the fussy child in the pew in front
of you a small piece of candy (with parent permission) and your smile matches that of the child,
and they can’t wait to see you next Sunday.

Or maybe you make pie.  I miss Clarkie.  I miss her pie.  I hope to be a small slice of my God
given gift to my church and my place in this world.  Because the world needs more pie of God’s
abundance.

September 26

Reconciliation Special Offering Week 1

God has not called us to see through other.

But to see each other through. Author Unknown

Love your neighbor. If you’ve spent more than 10 minutes in church, you’ve heard it.  Hardly a
week goes by that some variation isn’t said, done, or lifted.

John 13:34-35

34I give you a new commandment, that you love one another. Just as I have loved you, you also
should love one another. 35By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have love
for one another.’

We are measured as disciples by how we love.  Let that soak a minute.  How is loved offered is
how we are known.

Take the time this week to make the words of this scripture specific and personal.  Who are your
neighbors, literally?  Many churches don’t know.  Have never met them.  Not reached out.  Meet
them on a non-Sunday.  Do something good for the neighborhood.  One church I know has a
pet park and sets a day aside to bless them.  Another has opened their campus to families with
special needs children.  They come from all over.  Tutorials.  ESL. Food pantry distributions.
Partner with the elementary across the street.  Who is your neighbor?

Then unpack that love word.  Showers for the homeless is an emerging new act of love new my
current location.  Welcoming patients who are in town for cancer treatments are among our
neighbors and the target of some of our love.

Too many right now are making weapons and buzzwords out of reconciliation needs.  Racism.
Poverty.  Justice.  We’re supposed to see them all as destinations for our love.
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The world needs us to mirror God, love, and care for neighbor as never before.

If reconciliation is God’s chief business, it is ours. E. Stanley Jones

[1] Be Known for Something.  Reconnect with Community by Revitalizing Your Church’s
Reputation. Mark MacDonald.

October

Whoever speaks must do so as one speaking the very words of God…

Your gifts can speak volumes.

Sermons We See

By Edgar Guest

I’d rather see a sermon than hear one any day.

I’d rather one should walk with me than merely tell the way.

The eye’s a better pupil and more willing than the ear,

Fine counsel is confusing, but example’s always clear.

And the best of all the preachers are the men who live their creeds,

For to see good put in action is what everybody needs.[1]

What is in our hands is the chance to respond to God’s call.  To put our skills and our wills to the
task of discerning the opportunity points, the places, and times for change effort and to add our
gifts to God’s church in this time of change.  How God uses our gifts we cannot predict.[2]

October 3

World Communion Sunday

Many years ago, I led several wilderness based weeklong canoe trips for youth groups.  We
partnered older youth as mentors with those incoming to the youth group, front and back of the
same canoe for 3 days and nights on the river. Campfire every night, vespers and communion
led by the outgoing seniors.

One night as we were preparing for communion, all facing the fire and away from the worship
area, as the group was singing, I noticed two adolescent racoons easing their way toward the
makeshift table with loaf and cup.  The artisan bread and well protected and kept dry bread for
the occasion were only seen as significant food for the animals of God’s kingdom.

With gentle body language the group continued to softly sing yet turn around to take in the other
group that had joined us.  We watched them as mirrors of ourselves as the pair was so gentle
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as they went about exploring and partaking of the table elements.  No one suggested we stop
them.  We just watched and in no small measure took in that God’s world of communion was
much larger than we had so recently considered.

Almost with holy timing, just as the song finished, the pair of God’s creatures quietly made their
way out into the darkness…and so did we.

And so do you.

October 10

Week of Ministry Begins

World Mental Health Day

This is a two for one Sunday.  It is August as I write this, and the world is as involved as it can
be in this Covid moment in the Olympics.  Simone Biles in recent days has stepped back from
competition, citing mental health and selfcare as one of the motivations.  The healthy among us
have affirmed the choice.  How many of us practice such selfcare?  Truthfully, too few clergy can
honestly say they always make selfcare a priority.  Burnout among clergy in the first few years of
ministry remains high.  If you are involved in these materials in your ministry, step back, take a
day or two.  Your stewardship campaign will wait.

Churches, if someone in addition to the ministerial staff is also reading this, hopefully you
started planning back in late August for this second week of October to affirm your clergy.
Employees of all kinds appreciate affirmation.  I confess I’ve long used gift cards and other
monetary contributions directed towards me, but I’ve kept almost all the notes and cards,
especially those that were very personal and unpacked a successful relationship moment.
Clergy are among the most vulnerable and the last 18 months have not been kind to any of us.
Take this week to write love notes of all kinds to each other, to your pastors, and pastors, to your
churches.  One of the most moving things that welled up in me a few years ago was I said out
loud that I loved our church.  When I said it, the people in the pews knew I meant it in a personal
way.  If we do stewardship well, God’s love will come bubbling up out of us, congregations and
clergy, and an amazing array of gifts will come pouring out, and the kingdom in that place will
grow.

And you will be healthier for it.

October 17

But what’s in it for us?

The brief question that’s the pivot point in boardrooms and relationships.  The question and its
answer can make or break deals among the power brokers in places I can’t possibly imagine.  It
is the question of power politics when the ultimate hope of benefit gets swept aside and it is in
this week’s lectionary Gospel as a clear case study.
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James and John want their faith to come with benefits in the time ahead. Ok, Jesus, we get that
you’re going to come into something significant.  We need just one thing…when it gets really
good for you, we want to be right there with you…as close as your right and left.

Faith with entitlements.  James and John weren’t the first and certainly weren’t the last.  As it
relates to gifts, even the Internal Revenue Service knows that’s not appropriate:

A charitable donation is a gift of cash or property made to a nonprofit organization to help it
accomplish its goals for which the donor receives nothing of value in return.

A gift for which the donor receives nothing of value in return.  Except I disagree with the IRS.  I
believe we do receive something in return when our service or contribution helps a child
discover faith for the first time in a Lenten Pastor’s Class.  I think the heart is moved when a
church surrounds a family in tragedy or walks beside that baby not just in a service of dedication
but in the years that follow.  Scores if not hundreds grasp a glimpse of the holy when you turn
loose of a space that previously was something now outdated, and you feed the hungry every
week.

Souls are fed…not just those that receive, but those that do the giving.

This passage was one of the low points for those that followed Jesus.  It was a teachable
moment for James and John the rest of the twelve…and it is today for us.  Give with no strings
attached and let us know the unexpected gifts you receive.

October 24

I found a note under my office door at the conclusion of worship last week.  There is not a more
vulnerable moment for most clergy than on Sunday just after you’ve attempted to speak on
behalf of faith.  Thankfully it wasn’t a complaint, and it was signed, so it past the first right of
refusal to read test that I learned decades ago.

It was an article from a major newspaper in what I must assume was part of the religion section
of that Sunday’s edition.  The headline: Just Half of U.S. Households Gave to Charity.

It had a sticky note attached from the person who slipped it under my door: A continuing
challenge for the church.  How do we address it?

I would start by suggesting that the offering plate of the church in 2021 and beyond looks little
like the offering plate of our parents and grandparents.  Too often there is a disconnect these
days between the church and the giver and fewer and fewer are (1) well developed spiritually in
the area of financial giving, (2) even less comfortable speak and teaching about such things,
and (3) get tripped up by thinking they need to do fund raising.  Several outcomes derive:

*Reduce stewardship to a single Sunday in October or worse, a cluster of connected Sundays.
Congregants are savvy to this.  They often plan fall “vacations” for a few weeks until the
beatings about dollars eases.
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*The brief period of asking is so out of context for how the church behaves the rest of the year
that folks feel pressured, and guests leave with the first impression feeling that all this church
talks about is money. Which is still one of the main reasons young adults don’t go to church.

I know it sounds automatic, but we’ve lost the ability to connect generosity to a mission.  A
specific mission.

People know about specific missions.  GoFundMe does it every day.   JJ Watt did it after
Hurricane Harvey.  When you make people aware of the mission, people respond.

In churches I’ve served it has been a highlight church life to identify areas of God’s work and put
a face to it.  The elder that receives more than they offer during a shut-in visit.  The youth that
comes back from camp and can articulate a faith decision.  VBS experiences.  Reconnections
after hurt.  The list is endless.

You have a treasure trove of stories.  When the mission connects to the heart everything else
works out.  We should stop digging for the treasure and spend more time unearthing and telling
the heart stories.

October 31

Many churches about this time in the church calendar are in the frightful completion of their
stewardship program.  Perhaps it’s no accident that Halloween is close by.  Treasurers are
scared.

Still other churches are making community connections this week to help children have
wholesome alternatives to more violent expressions of the holiday.

This week means that All Saints Day is just around the corner.  It is a season of renewed
pastoral care of families that have lost loved ones.  Hopefully your church has a way to
remember them.  I write to those families early in the month, inviting them to send pictures of
their loved ones.  We extend the invitation to all families who may have lost someone in the past
year, and we remember them visually in worship and both remember their gifts and lift the
challenge to follow likewise. In Memoriam at the Academy Awards is among the highest
watched and reshared sections of the evening.  There is a reason.  It is good to remember.  See
your remembrance as an act of stewardship.

[1] The poem is public domain.

[2] The Starter Kit for Mobilizing Ministry.  Leadership Network.  Loren Mead

November

Whoever serves must do so with the strength that God supplies…

November 7
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The first Sunday in November can be a Sunday where churches remember their saints,
especially those who have passed away in the past calendar year.  Include not just those in
active membership but invite your faith families to submit those in their family’s they’ve lost.  We
should remember them.

But it can also be a day where you remember the living saints.

In a previous church setting, the congregation worked for months to develop and promote a
capital campaign.  It was an appropriate ask in the right moment.  In just a few days after the
project was delivered to the congregation, the church office received a slightly crumpled
envelope with what appeared to be aging handwriting.  Inside was the newsletter article, clipped
out and circled in the sentence asking for financial support for the project.  Clipped to that was a
crisp, new dollar bill.  One dollar.

And the inscription written on the back of the clipped article: I can’t give a lot, but I wanted to
give the first dollar toward my church continuing the grow.

It was well known in context that this was the widow’s mite in this congregation.  The action by
this saint was momentum launching for the entire church as they successfully underwrote the
project.

Scripture teaches us, so too, do saints.  It is not the size of the gift; it is the significance of the
gift that changes things.

November 14

Thanksgiving Special Offering

Thanksgiving and the holidays are just around the corner, and it is on this Sunday, tucked
between All Saints and Thanksgiving we place the General Offering that highlights higher
education. There are always print, digital, and usually video resources offered for congregations
to use.  How is your congregation connected?  Has someone attended a Disciple related higher
education institution?  Do you have clergy that have a beginning in your church?

Have someone come and speak, share in the first person, create an over and above
scholarship program through Christian Church Foundation to endow scholarships to Disciple
related schools.

November 21

Thanksgiving Sunday

It is Thanksgiving Week.  Many schools have already recessed for the holiday.  Some of your
folks may be traveling.  Others may be traveling to you to be with family grounded in your
community.

Among my favorites is to have a Thank Wall for the whole month of November.  From All Saints
until Advent, have a place where post-it notes can have simple sentence prayers of thanks.
Insert them in the bulletin if you have one.  Place a stack in the entrance area.  Allow time in
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worship to fill them out.  Week by week they grow.  Ask adults to write them out for those that
don’t yet write.  From shut-in to 2-year-old, capture them.

Arrange them in a mosaic.  Many of them will become powerful 2 sentence sermons.  The
mosaic will have power as an image, too.  Capture it.  Preach it.  Keep it alive.  Update it.  Make
Thanksgiving a yearlong celebration.

Advent

Year C seems to suggest that God offers so much more than we could ever want or need.  The
Christ gift is the ultimate example of that gift.

November 28-Advent 1

The Epistle is helpful to begin our Advent season. And may the Lord make you increase and
abound in love for one another and for all, just as we abound in love for you.  I Thessalonians
3:12

We’ve not yet cleared November, and everyone is bombarding you with the countdown clock to
Christmas.  How many shopping days?  Do we have our family traditions all mapped out?
Everything speeds up when we should work for it to slow down.

Sanctuaries become decorated; Advent wreaths help mark the time.  We’re still again working
uphill against Covid and all the other connection robbers in this moment.

Abound in love for one another and for all, just as we abound in love for you. Brainstorm in your
congregation.  How is your love for one another “abounding”?  How is your love for all
“abounding”?  What need this Christmas is going unmet in your community?

Truth is you will have to work at this.  Another clock is counting down, the one treasurers and
finance committees are watching.  How will you end the year?  You’ve known for 11 months the
fiscal year is closing.  You’ve known longer than that the season of Advent was approaching, be
sure you focus of abounding love.  Not just at Advent, but all year long.  Take the longer view of
God’s gifts and also take the longer view of your church’s capacity to give.  And love each other,
and others.

December

So that God may be glorified in all things through Jesus Christ.

December 5

Bonus for Stewardship leaders in the local church.

You and your pastor should write to your congregation at least 5 times a year.  Write, as in
paper, personally addressed and USPS delivered to your entire congregation.  Write them at the
end of each quarter.  Share with them the victories and the missional accomplishments of that
interval.  Thank them for their participation and service.  Talk about presence, prayer, service,
and yes, their financial gifts.  Each time have the financial person in your congregation attach
their confidential statement of giving.
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At the end of November when 11 months are known, write a letter.  Let them know a yearlong
summary of significance.  Point toward the new year.  Help them to know the current giving
status in the church.  People will assume without knowing that everything is ok.  Let them know.
Practice transparency all year long.  Please don’t start now.  Make a note to start in the new
year and do it all year long.  It might look like this, though, when you get to November next year:

Dear Members and Friends,

I really have no words to describe much of what has happened in 2020.

None of us do.

And yet, amid the events that describe 2020 is also the strong witness of your faith.  We cannot
thank you enough for all the ways you have continued to be church.

While many of you are worshipping digitally, you continue to financially support our church.
Through your contributions to the church, exciting ministries continue to take shape.  A few
highlights of this year:

*Children’s Learning Center has carefully resumed operations and currently stands at 95%
occupancy.  Their work continues to bring new families into relationship with FCC.  Many of
those families now describe us as “their church”.

*Supporting our intern’s seminary expenses, that continue safely online.

*Supported the application for a PPP loan.  That loan was secured, funded, and just last month
was totally forgiven.  It was a one-time event that helped stabilize the church and CLC.

*Setting records of help, in numbers of people and pounds of food, through the Food Pantry,
while having to totally change delivery method to drive up, because of Covid.

*47 children adopted through the Chalice Fund Christmas Program.

*Trunk R Treat, Drive by Santa, and a modified Night in Bethlehem will all take place in a matter
of days.

All of this is because of you.

Enclosed with this letter is your 11-month statement of contribution. Please review it and keep it
for your records.  Please the administrative office if you have any questions.  In January, you will
receive a complete summary for your permanent records.

Your church is being a good steward of the funds entrusted to it.  We hold your gifts in sacred
trust to complete the ministries and priorities of our congregation.

We have a great history of having amazing Decembers and we are asking you to help this year
be another amazing year end.  We won’t make future budget plans until we see how
successfully we end 2020 because we remain committed to sound financial practices.
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We appreciate you.  We thank you for your continued support.  Join us in prayer as we look
forward to what God will do next in this amazing church, even now.

Executive Committee[1]

For the rest of the church.

Find a way to be Christmas to someone you don’t know.  Ring a bell.  Adopt a child.  Get a
group together to sing carols to shut-ins or the local nursing home (yes, follow Covid rules).  But
extra at the grocery store and drop in the collection box.

Then tell your world why you did it and how it made you feel.  Not a means of look at me, but
rather share how God moved in you.  Share that in your church.  What would Advent look like if
every Sunday someone took 3-5 minutes to share a “where I saw God this week story”.  These
are the gifts that endure.  Not the ones under the tree, the gifts that come from the heart, the
gifts that change others and change you in the process.

December 12

Christmas Special Offering

Most small to midsize towns across America have traditional events about now in the busy
calendar.  Christmas Parades, community displays, carol sings and more.  Is your church visible
in those?  Present to give away hot chocolate or candy or meet a need? Yes, Covid alert
inserted here.  Who knows where we will be?  Don’t stop before you start. Make the
season have a context that flows through your community.

The epistle for this date is one of my favorite scriptures.  There is an outstanding choral setting
of this passage, too. I thank my God when I remember you…

For almost two years now, our season of light has had too much darkness…if we allow it.  The
very message of Advent is the darkness cannot overcome the light.  Darkness cannot keep the
light from shining.  Tell your light stories this week.  I would imagine as you read this, you are
already recalling persons for your church that are just light givers. Tell those stories.  Replicate
those people.  Have those light people mentored youth and children?  There is an opportunity
here.

This week also begins the two-week emphasis on Regional Ministry.  As someone who has
been active in regional leadership for over 20 years, this is another area that we say too little
about and we sadly relegate it to the very busy, very fast past, noisy and overcrowded last few
weeks of the year.

Decide now to pencil in your regional presence at least 2 times in the new year.  Get the region
to send you print and/or video testimony of the good that is ongoing in your Region.  They do
camps, for youth and children, they step in when churches are hurting, they lead search and
call, they are pastors to your pastor in meaningful ways.  If you get to this season and you don’t
have a connection with the region, mark it now for a priority in the new year.  It will bless of you
when you do.  We are all church together.
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December 19

Christmas Sunday.  The Sunday prior to Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.  Churches are
putting a bow in the season now.  You are in your final countdown.  You are already showing
signs of burnout, too many cheeseballs and holiday parties, everything is starting to taste the
same.

Many of you are about to travel.  You’ve made travel plans; you are fretting over travel plans and
some of you are dreading the annual pilgrimage.

Perhaps Hebrews can be helpful to hear in this context:

Consequently, when Christ came into the world, he said,

‘Sacrifices and offerings you have not desired,

but a body you have prepared for me;

in burnt-offerings and sin-offerings

you have taken no pleasure.

Then I said, “See, God, I have come to do your will, O God”

— Hebrews 10:5-7a

The witness of those who came before is long and powerful.  The participants of the season are
well known.  Mary.  John the Baptist.  Shepherds.  Magi.  Jesus himself.  Over and over the
seasonal picture points to the bigger picture.  Advent, even Christmas Eve and Day are not the
ultimate destinations.  There is a life.  There is a resurrection promise.  There is a future hope.
Abounding love doesn’t end in a few days.  It is just beginning.

Christmas Eve

A more recent development and dilemma I think is what to do with these days when they are
bunched around the weekend.  Do you do Christmas Eve and call it good until the New Year?
Do you scale back on December 26?  I can’t answer that for you, but I can give you my answer:
A mentor taught me long ago that people don’t need the preacher’s permission not to come to
church. If I can get there, chances are some will come.  And in looking to the least of these, I’ve
discovered people who have no family, and they want a Christmas Eve and/or Christmas
Sunday place to go.  I remember in one setting two young adult visitors came walking into our
sanctuary, smiling, and saying how they had knocked on 4 other church doors before finding
one (ours) open on this particular day.  So, we may scale back, but we don’t miss an opportunity
to be the church known for having the doors unlocked when Christmas is nearby.  You may be
the only Christmas some people know this year.

December 26, Christmas Sunday

Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly; teach and admonish one another in all wisdom; and
with gratitude in your hearts sing psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs to God. And whatever you
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do, in word or deed, do everything in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the
Father through him.

Colossians 3:16-17

You’ve made it to the last Sunday of the year.  Many of you are buried under the wrapping paper
mountain.  You may even have family still in town.  This Sunday in many places is known as
preacher out of town Sunday.

Thankfully, the gift of this season doesn’t so quickly disappear.  This Sunday, do a quiet review.
How did your faith sing this season?  Your actions, word, deed and giving, how did it reflect the
Christ gift?  What has this journey done to reshape your life in a meaningful way, in ways that
will long outlast the shallow new year resolutions.

God’s love is boundless.  Live like that.  Boundless love.  Someone near you may need to see
that boundless love sermon in your life.

[1] The 2020 11-month letter I co authored while serving FCC, Midland, TX.

Support the Center for Faith and Giving
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